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FOREWORD

This dissertation descibes digital logic operations and reconfigurable

optical interconnects realized from aluminum gallium arsenide (AJGaAs)

electro-optic Fredidn gates. The Fredidn gates fabricated for this effort were

channel waveguide type passive and active NlGaAs zero-gap directional

couplers (ZGDC's). The first AND logic gate reported in the open literature

using AIGaAs ZGDC's is demonstrated. A reconfigurable optical

interconnec is demonstraed. The theory behind the Fredldn gate and the

ZGDC Is presented. Several models predicting the refractive index of

AlGaAs versus Al concentration and wavelength are treated. The electro-

optic properties of AIGaAs are also presented. A model for predicting the

electro-optic coefficient of AIGaAs versus Al concentration and wavelength

is developed. Models for predicting the interaction length and behavior of

ZGDC's, as well as the switching voltage, are presented and optimized for

AlGaAs. Fabrication techniques for AIGaAs ZGDC's are formulated and

analyzed. Device characterization techniques are presented. The

i performance of the actual AlGaAs ZGDC's fabricated for this effort fit the



models exceptionally well. Fabrication tolerances are also addressed for

both passive and active devices. Issues for integration of AIGaAs ZGDC's

into practical circuits are addressed.

Correlation of the experimental and theoretical results yielded a mole

fraction of Al of 30% for the core layer and 35% for the cladding layers.

Refractive indices of 3.420 ± 0.003 for 30% Al and 3.388 ± 0.003 for 35%

Al at a wavelength X = 827 nm were determined. A linear electro-optic

_coeffiientofr4 1=-1.49 ± 0.08 x 10"12 m/V at X = 827 nm was inferred for

the core layer. A switching voltage of 7.6 VDC ± 0.3 VDC was achieved for

an AMGaAs ZGDC with a 5000 mn interaction channel length. This is the

lws switching voltage reported in the open literature for an active AI4Ga,.

/s ZGDC with a 5000 pm interaction channel length. Propagation losses

measured 0.5 - 1 dB/cm. Device losses measured 3 - 7 dB.
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CHAPTER I

1. •INTRODUCTION

As electronic and optical data processing circuits approach multi-

gigahertz operation rates, the need for multi-gigahertz communication

be these proc circuits becomes essential. This communication

includes chp-to-chip on a common multichip module, muitichip module-to-

multichip module on a common board and board-to-board through a

common balaqne. The data rates at which communication through

electrical interconnects can be nied is limited to the low gigahertz

rate, urdes one is willing to expend large amounts of power. This results

from the fact that electrical wires and striplines posses frequency dependent

P1 dissipative lsm due to conductive and dielectric properties, and frequency

• dependent parmitic coupling losses due to radiative and surface wave

F ofpagaion properties.1 The higher the frequency, the higher the losses.

This is where optics can provide solutions. Optical interconnects can

btrnmit data at optical frequencies with orders of magnitude lower losses

than their electrical counterparts. The power requirements of optical and

- - i " li II • I "1
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eleclinterconnects versus data rate Is illustrated in Fg. 1.0.1. Fig. 1.0.1

was generated usfng the following: Waveguide lengths for both the

electronic and optical interconnects were 50 mm. The total number of

interconnects was 600 for both types. For electrical interconnects on an

alumina substrate, waveguide widths of 25 Iun and waveguide heights of

650 lun were assumed. The effective and relative permittivities of the

microstrip used were 6.7 and 9.9, respectively.' The capacitance used per

line was 6 pF and an impedance of 50, was assumed.' The power versus

data rate for the electrical interconnects was determined with the methods

given by Edwards.' For optical Interconnects on a gallium arsenide (GaAs)

substrate, wavegulde widths of 3 ;lm and waveguide heights of 1 tun were

assumed. Waveguide losses of 02. dB/cm were used at I GHz growing as

0.06 dWBGHzLt The modulator loss used was 5 x I0• W/channel at 1

0lz-growing as 5 x 10 W/GHz. The detector cpacitace used was 0.3

pF and the detector amplifier capacitance used was 1.7 pF.'1 The power

used, per detector, was 1 x 1 W/charnel at 1 GHz growing as 1 x 10-3

WA3Hz.'R The laser power used was 100 mW at 1 GHz lessening at the

same rate as the wavegulde loss per GHz.15 Finally, 20% electrical
if

efficiency and 50% optxal coupling efficlency was assumed for the laser.

The power versus data rate was then determined by adding up the power

-usge of the separate components.1
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, 6000

Power ___

(Watts)

____ Opftil
0 Data Rate (GHz) 100

Figure 1.0.1
Power Requirements for Opti and Electrical

Interconnects versus Data Rate
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In addition to the lower power consumption and higher bandwidth,

optkial interconnects offer isolation from electro-magnetic interference (EMI).2

Optical intercnnects are starting to be utilized in chassis-to-chassis and

board-to-board communication using glass optical fibers.'63 On the smaller

scale of multichip modules and within-chip, integrated optics is just beginning

to emerge.2 A ro' ' Integrated optics offers the additional

advantages of smaller interconnect widths and in-plane crossover capability

with very low crosstalk. This eliminates the need for air bridges. Thus, less

wafer and board real estate will be required for optical interconnections,

which provides room for additional circuits and devices. Fabrication

processes for integrated optics must be compatibIe with those used for the

manufacture of electronic interconnects and devices. This is important from

the standpoints of practicality and acceptability. Auminum gallium arsenide

(AIMa/s), as well as other Ilt-V semiconductors, is an attractive material

because one can fabricate not only electronic integrated circuits in it, but

also laser sources, detectors, opto-electronic integrated circuits and optical

waveguids. AlGsAs also p electro-optical effects which can be

utilized to fabricate optical switches.

Optical switches can be incorporated with optical waveguides and other

optical switches to realize digital logic operations or, very importantly,

reconfigurable interconnects. Current research to develop processing
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techniques for AIGa.a optical waveguides and devices has shown that the

peing techniques for these optical circuits are compatible with the

techniques used for the fabrication of electronic circuitry in Gas''

Therefore, by using AIGaAs and GaAs, one can house the entire electronic/

opto-electronic circuit on a single substrate. With the incorporation of

AIGaAs and GaAs opto-electronic circuits and optical waveguides, the

multichip module or board, now entirely electronic, could perform more

efficiently with less power consumption, move data around faster with less

noise, and use lees real estate.

An even more attractive benefit Is the potential to reconfigure the

multichip modules to either perform entirely different operations, or to route

signals around inoperative or defective portions of the module. It is an area

that the United States Air Force (USAF) and the Advanced Research

Projects Agency (ARPA) is very much interested in pursuing. There are

several on-going contractual efforts as well as several more planned to

develop integrated optical interconnects.3'*•'4.1' m'iu The research topic

proposed here could directly benefit or reshape such programs.

Fredldn Gate an Conservative Loic

Fredkln gate is a term given to a nonlinear dual input/dual output signal

processing gate that performs a conditional crossover of the two input

-4- • -• u = : •
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signab via an input control signal4 (see Fig. 1.1.1). When the input control

signal is a logic low, the two input signals cross over as illustrated in Fig.

1.1.2. When the input control signal is a logic high, the two input signals

follow a parallel path as shown in Fig. 1.1.3. The logic of the Fredkin gate

can, thus, be represented by Table 1.1.1, given originally by Fredkin and

Toffoll.4 Fredldn et al. presented the unit wire and the Fredkin gate to form

the elements on which conservative logic is based.! Fredkin et al. defined

conservative logic as any Boolean function that is invertible and

conservative. 4 By invertible, it is argued that invariance under time reversal

is not required. By conservative, it is stated that the model for computation

is only required to possess at least one additive conserved quantity.'

Conserved quantities, such as conservation of energy, momentum and

angular momentum, are functions of the system's state that remain constant.

With conservative logic, it is ideally possible to build sequential circuits that

dissipate no internal power.' Where the two input NAND gate forms the

universa primitive for the set of all Boolean functions, the two input/two

output Fedkln gate forms the signal processing universal primitive for the

set of a. conservative logic functions.

'1
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Figure 1.1.1
Basic Fredkin Gate
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Figure 1.1.3

Operation of Fredldn Gate with Control Line High
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Table 1.1.1
Representation of Fredkin Gate Logic

u X2  v yi Y2

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0 1

0 1 1 -- 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 1

1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1

Digital Logic and the Fredidn Gate

The functions we seek are often non-reversible. These include

Selementay Boolean functions, such as AND and OR, as well as more

complex functions, such as adders and flip flops.4"', By supplying

constants, along with the arguments to one or more Fredkin gates, one can

realize many of these non-invertible functions using conservative logic. Figs.

1.2.1 - 1.2.3 show conservative logic realizations of AND, OR and NAND

functions. Fig. 1.2.4 illustrates a conservative logic realization of a J-K flip

flop. The unit wire, represented in Figs. 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 with a non-inverting

buffer symbol, is a conservative storage-transmission primitive. It both

stores data and moves data from one point of space-time to another, and it
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a ,a (don' cars)
U V

b axb Yl , alb

0 ,x2 Y .•b(don'tcare)

Truth Table

Inputs Outputs
u x1 xI v YI Y1
0 0 00 0 0
0 1 00 01
1 0 01 0 0

1 101 1 0

Figure 1.2.1

AND Operation using Fredkin Gate

a
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u a a (don't cm)

xl Yl a+b

b Y A + b (don't mm)

Truth Table
•Inputs Outputs

u x•i x v Yl Yl
0 10 • 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 1 0•i 1 1 1 1 1 1

Figure 1.2.2
"OR Operation using Fredkin Gate

4t.
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b xY, a.b

0 x12 - x2 Y3 - aeb

5ab

Truth Table

Inputs Outputs
U X1 X2 3 )Y 2 Y3 X

0 0001010
0 1 0 01 0 10
1 00 01 01 0
1 1 001 1 0 1

Figure 1.2.3
NAND Operation using Frelldn Gates
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K K

" CLK

CLK

KICLK
Yh QoIKoCLK+•o JoCLK

_j Q J ICLK +0oKoCLK

J-m[" (irrelevant)

J oCLK

Truth Table

SInputs Output
u1=K uJ x , x4 x2 x3  Q(t) Q(t+,t)

o o o oJ1- IL 0 0

0 1 0 0 'L 0 1

1 0 0 0 JL .I-L 0 0
1 0

1 1 0 0 l.R L 0 1
___ ___ __ 1 0

- 0 0 0 0 0
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 1

Figure 1.2.4
J-K Flip Flop Operation using Fredkin Gates
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is separated by one unit of time. 4 The unit wire connects one conservative

logic gate to another from the conventional sense that the gate is an

instantaneou element and the unit wire is the delay element contained in

an Interconnection.4 The output conserves the value present at the input.

If, for every new computation, we supply a new set of constants and throw

away the "don't cares* present at the output, we will dissipate energy. For

almost all Boolean functions, the number of gates increases exponentially

with the number of input lines and, thus, the number of "don't cares' at the

output also increases expon ntlly.4- This results in an exponential growth

in the dissipated energy. Conservative logic reduces the degree of

dissipated energy growth since the number of gates does not depend on the

numnber of inputs. This results in energy dissipation that only has linear

growth."'1 The reduction in the dissipation of energy is achieved with the

introduction of inverse conservative logic.4

Inverse conservative logic is aftined by replacing the conservative logic

gate with its inver. 4 The Fredkin gate is attractive because it coincides

with Its inverse. The invere looks like a mirror image of the original. Fig.

"P 1.2.5 shows a conservative logic realization of a logic function and its

Inwerse using Fmdldn gates. Next, by joining the original function with its

inverse, and then connecting the outputs of the original Fredkin gate network

to the inputs of the inverse Fredkin gate network, one will get back the

• .¾ /
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Conservlw~v Logic
aa

2 ad x3y-do(aob+goc)

+ d e(le6i a]5 + Us-

Inverse Conservative Logic

-~ a.ba~

a~b -a~ o b Xec b
as(a b +h VI3c)

d o(asb 11oc) T-xy, Ylaec+lo b-E x 4y4  C

es (as b + ioc)d
+ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a del b+fe

e

Figure 1.2.5
Conservative Logic Operation and fts Inverse, using Fredkin Gates
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original arguments and constants.' Fig. 12.6 Illustrates this property by

interfacing a NAND operation with its inverse. As can be seen, the "donlt

CafMS, namely v2 and y4 in this case, are also used as inputs to the inverse

logic gate network in order to help generate the original arguments and

constant. One would also like to have the output of the function generated

by the first Fredlin gate network because it contains the results of the

desired logic function you want to realize in the first place. So, it in addition

to feeding the output from the NAND function gating network in Fig. 12.6

into the input of its inverted gating network it is also fed to the control input

of an additional Spy Fredkin gate, one will generate not only the original

input waruet and constBntS at v4, y., and y., but will also output the

desired logic function operation at y.. This gabageles NAND operation is

dem ohated in Fig. 1.2.7. The "Spy Fredkin gate acts simply as a fan out.

So, even though we may not wish to make further use of the original input

arg nt•s w land constants found at v4, y7 and y., and therefore let the energy

be dlspsated as heat, the energy dissipated by these unused lines will grow

only as 3N, where N is the number of output lines.4 As stated earlier, the

number Of gates is independont of the number of lines, thus, the energy

disiptin grows linearly, not exponentially. This can play a major role for

large circuits with many input lines.
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Figure 1.2.6
NAND Operation Connected to its Inverse using Fredldn Gates
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a a

aa b, aeb D . b
b-x y, V2 xv. y,, b

1 -•Y4 ab 11 yo

1 •a --b--- t T ----e-xs &--!1ý

I ae

lob

Figure 1.2.7
"GI(t Ioll s NAND Operation using Conservative and Inverse

Conservative Logic Fredkin Gates with "Spy* Fredldn Gate
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Opia Fredkin Gates

An optical Fredldn gate is the optical realization of the Fredkin gate with

the use of an optical switch. The argument channels of the optical Fredkin

gate are optical. The control channel for these devices, however, can be

either optical, electrical, or acoustical. Therefore, the optical Fredkin gate

need not be entirely optical. It also does not have to operate exactly as

Fredldn proposed. While some of the optical Fredkin gate designs cross the

argument chanel with a logic low control channel, as Fredkin et al.

proposed, other designs cross the argument channels with a logic high

control channel. We will designate this second type of gate as a reverse

Fredldn gate, which is not the same as an inverse Fredkin gate.

Optical Fredldn gates have been proposed and demonstrated by several

researchwe udtilizing various optical switching designs and materials.

Proposed optical implementations of the Fredkin gate include:

1) Polarization switch: The polarizations of the two arguments are

orthogonal and are passed through an electro-optic modulator controlled by

an applied electric voltage.•"O6'l"" This is a reverse Fredkin gate

design. When voltage is applied to the modulator, the polarizations of both

wWMients rotate by 90 and switching occurs. A similar method has been

demonstabed using a polarization color-coded liquid crystal light valve.1'011

2) Acousto-optic gate: The arguments are passed through an acousto-
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optic deflector and the control line is an acoustic signal applied to the

deflector.6¶'Ul+''tI This is also a reverse Fredkin gate design. Switching

occurs in the presence of the acoustical signal.

3) Photorefractive gate: Based on four wave mixing, the photorefractive

gate is an all optical switch where the arguments are signal beams

counterpropagated through a photorefractive material. The control line is the

pump and it is also counterpropagated through the photorefractive

material.,U'l+' 4 'lo¶'s4'lr This is, again, a reverse Fredkin gate design.

When the pump is present, switching occurs via phase conjugation.

4) Wavegulde switch: The arguments are symmetric coupled channel

waveguides in an electro-optically active material. Depending upon the

extent of the optical activity of the material, the control channel is either an

electical or optical signal applied across the section of the two argument

channels where coupling occurs.'''

Some of the designs •r waveguide switches include: directional coupler

switch;10171 Awl.43*.lQ'laso' 7,l2.1 14.115,1 17,1'0e142,16 zero-gap directional

coupler switch, which is a modified version of the directional coupler

switch?, IU'rSa 541 and crossing channel switch or X-switch.1 3182022

24.U*3,14,.1 The directional coupler and X-switch designs all operate as

Fredldn gates. The channel waveguide zero-gap symmetric directional

coupler switch, which is the focus of this dissertation, is illustrated in Fig.
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1.3.1. Researchers have thoroughly investigated the theory behind channel

waveguide directional coupler switches and several of these devices have

been demonstrated using lithium niobate (LiNbO3), indium phosphide (InP),

GaAs and AIGaAs as the waveguiding medium.'-"'

107,112,114,115,117,119.142,164,156

Directional Coupler Switch

The directions ,,ipler switch is a device consisting of parallel channel

waaguides separated by a finite distance. The coupling between the

modes of the parallel waveguides results in an exchange of power between

guided modes of adjacent waveguides.1 6 This is referred to as directional

coupling. The eigenmodes of the coupling region consist of one symmetric

and one antisymmetric mode.178-7,102,'106) Treatment of waveguide

coupling can be performed by coupled-mode theory.l' 7. 1 0" Consider Pil

as the input power to waveguide 1, Pi2 as the input power to waveguide 2,

Po1 as the output power from waveguide 1 and Po2 as the output power

from waveguide 2. Let waveguide 1 propagate through the symmetric mode

and wavegulde 2 propagate through the antisymmetric mode. Assume that

the waveguides are not too dose so that the overlap integral of the mode

functions will be small.16.17'10' 1 S With a single input to waveguide 1, Pil = 1

then Pk1 = 0. The output power from waveguides 1 and 2 are given
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ais.e17o.1, l0.,0•

Po(f() = Pil - Po2(1)

= Pi(1 - I(e1( + 8N))(1 - cosP[(i + 1.4.1

and

Po2(Q) = PiX(l(ic( + 82))(sin2[(ic + ZF) 1'(20), 1.4.2

where 28= 3 - i is the difference in the propagation constants between

two adjacent uncoupled waveguides 1 and 2, x is the coupling constant

between the two adjacent waveguides and I is the interaction length over

which the two waveguides are coupled. By definition, x = xr2L, where I =

L is the length required for complete coupling of the power from one

waveguide to the other.

For symmetric waveguides, the phase velocities in the two modes are

equal (i.e., P, = p or 6= 0). For complete coupling, Eqs. 1.4.1 and 1.4.2
:!!.•b • 'ne ,17 ,lO, l0 .,1o6

Po1(L) = Pi4(1 - 1 - cos[,/'2])) = 0 1.4.3

and

Po2(L) = PisinO[r/2]) = Pil. 1.4.4
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From Eqs. 1.4.3 and 1.4.4, one can see that the input power Pi, into

waveguide I will exit waveguide 2 as Po% at a distance L Using Eqs. 1.4.3

and 1.4.4 complete coupling occurs when L = x/2x.

Applying an electric field to either wavegulde 1 or waveguide 2, over the

distance L, where the waveguides are coupled, will change that particular

waveguide's propagation constant P. Total switching occurs when 8 =

VsI/2L. 16'17'.1 This can be verified by the substitution of 8 = 4WJ2L into Eqs.

1.4.1 and 1.4.2. By doing this we t6'17.19'10'106

PoI(L) = Pi(1 - (1/4)(1 - coesfx])) = Pil 1.4.5

and

Po2(L) =Pi ((1/4)(sin[xD) 0. 1.4.6

Using the definitions for 8 and x given above, one gets total switching to

occtw when.17.102,106

1.4.7

If we apply an electric field (E) over waveguide 2, for instance, this will

induce a change in the refractive index of waveguide 2 by an amount

proportional to E. Mathematically this is given by1a 17 .'05°

2++,+
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n 2 , (Nr312)rE, 1.4.8

where n, Is th refractive index of waveguide 2 and r Is defined as the

elechro-optic coefficient of the waveguiding material. To apply an electric

field to one of the waveguides, we place electrodes on the top and bottom

of the waveguide over the coupling length (L) and apply a voltage (V) to the

top electrode. The electric field is then related to the applied voltage by V

= Ed, where d Is the distance between the top and bottom electrode. The

total index (NJ') of the wavegulde 2 region between the electrodes can be

defined by

N n2  + W= 2 N + (Nr/2)rd. 1.4.9

By definition, p = 2ff, where X is the wavelength of the source."', 1.,O

If we let waveguide 1 and wavegulde 2 be identical (n, = Nr = n) and

substitute Eq. 1.4.9 into 1.4.7, along with the definition for 1, this

(2xl)(n' - n)(n/2)(rV/W) = (2rA)(n1/2)(rWd) = VXIL. 1.4.10

We can now find the voltage required to completely switch the coupling. By
- ,¼
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reriin Eq. 1.4.10, we get

V = (4V•ZoIln2 rL). 1.4.11

The operation of a directional coupler switch is illustrated in Fig. 1.4.1.

Zero-Ga Directional Coolr Switch

As with directional couplers, the interaction region of a zero-gap

diecioa coupler will support two guided symmetric modes and two guided

ants'nme l modes.•u aJ• The difference between them, however,

results from the fact that we have zero spacing between the two symmetric

waveguides in a zero-gap directional coupler. These modes will now be.

prolpagatin in a single~wavegulde. We will again have a voltage

•.•:: ndependent phms dilffornce that accumulates over the interaction length

• (the two mode section), due to the difference in the phase velocities of the

•:two orhgoa modes, and a phase difference over the two mode section,

;•- brought about by the voltage induced change in refractive index (electro-

&• op." mc lEO) effect)."•'

;,:;:::The electro-optic dependent phase difference will be denoted by (13, -

•/•::• 2 = *IE•2, where I• and Pe. are the propagation constants of the

•symetri and antisynmmetric modes, respectively.=1 The value of "I
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required for complete coupling of energy from the top half of the two mode

wavegulide to the bottom is given by21

AD = L. 1.5.1

AP is varied by changing the index of refraction of the waveguiding material

in the twoqnode section. We will denote the refractive index chng, as we

did in the es section, by An. The chanr in the dierence between the

propagatio constants of the two modes can then be written a-2'

,,AP) = ,nQOIn. 1.5.2

Equaft Eqs. 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 yieldcs

An (L)t/n". 1.5.3

It was shown in the last section that for linear EO materials, the refractive

index changes plOpowtionaly to the applied voltage. With this relation, it can

be seen from Eq. 1.5.3 that a)prdn Is inversely proportional to the applied

votage. a•-/an Is alei. strongly dependent on the waveguide separation s

for th directional coupler.! Papuchon and Roy" showed that as s
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4 decre00es, a(Ap)(On iricreases, anid as the value of 8hA/Ln iricreases, fth

voltage requiW re e swichirig decreases. Therefore, the maiunm value of

416%a and, thus, the minimum voltage required to swich fth coulingt

guides, occus when s = 0. When s m 0, we have a zero-gap directional

coupler!' Expermets have shown tha the value 84~ varies by an order

of mawgnitud betwee the coniventionial directionial coupler anid the zero-gap

direcioa coupler3r This verifies tha zero-gap directiona couplers require

les voltag to switch the couplin tha conetional directional couplrs.

Exrssions for the power couplin hi zero-gap direcftiona couplefs are

simila to those for covninldrctional couplers. They are givent by"

PO(O w Plicos'OKeAR + ft45o 1.5A4

Po(I -Plisln'[(AR/ + 'Oo)I 1.5.5

whoere ot is the accumulated, voltage kneedn Phase difference in the

phas veloixties of the symmetric and antisyfmtwric modes*. With no

voltg spplid (Le.1, &=0) coulin occurs when ft= idL Wýhen

enough volag iB appliedS so d tAtDk= irk, the completm swiching occurs.

Equalin AD with Eq. 1.4.9 ykeld
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(2/x)(n'I2)(rWd) = idL. 1.5.6

The voltage required for complete switching is then given by

V = O(Xy(n'rL), 1.5.7

where n is the refractive index of the interaction region. By comparing Eq.

1.5.7 with Eq. 1.4.11, one can see that the voltage required to completely

switch the optical Input from one channel to the other is less for the zero-gap

directional coupler. The zero-gap allows us to approximately treat the center

Sinteraction region as one waveguide. It will be shown in Chapter IV that Eq.

1.5.7 is the same expression derived for an electro-optic modulator.

Operation of the zero-gap directional coupler switch is illustrated in Fig.

-1.5.1. Another advantage of zero-gap directional couplers, in addition to

operating with less voltage, is that the interaction length is much shorter than

the interaction length of conventional directional couplers.Y4 This results

in the reduction of real estate required. Interaction length dependence on

waveguide separation will be treated in Chapter III.
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Figure 1.5.1
Operation of a Zero-Gap Directioal Coupler
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Wav-efront Tilt

"An additional parameter that needs to be considered for both

conventiona and zero-gap directional couplers is wavefront tilt and its affect

on wavegulde coupling in the branching section. The larger the tilt angle aL

of the branching section, the les the waveguide coupling's (see Fig. 1.3.1).

Tilt introduces phase differences that decrease waveguide interaction in the

branching section of waveguide coupling. The maxdmum allowable tilt angle

can be obtained by forcing the branching region of waveguide coupling to be

within a single lobe of the standing wave generated by the two waves

pwropagaing along the tilted wavegulde portions. This gives the limit"'

W(%sin(2) < V4nw, 1.6.1

where w is the width of the waveguides.

.• Electrode Separation

The separation gap g between the electrodes over the coupling regions

of wavoguides I and 2, even though not being part of the equations above,

plays a major role in switch operation (see Fig. 1.3.1). It has been found

that the wider the gap, the lower the electic field strength and induced

r*active index change. The narrower the gap, the higher the electric field
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strengt and Induced refractive index change.! It has also been presented

that the electrode separation gap depends on the waveguide width. It

should be much less than w, so that only the propagation constant of the

fundamental mode is strongly modified!" There are limitations, however,

on how narrow or wide g can be. This is due to the physical reason that

variations in the electrode gap can only be partially compensated by applied

voltage.o Complete compensation is not possible. Overlap of the applied

eeAct fleld with the optical electric field within the waveguide, is a factor

that affedcs the behavior of the Index change.20 It is brought about by the

electrode separation gap versus the applied voltage. This leads to the need

to determine an optimum g versus waveguide width.

Thesis Organization

Now that the Fredkln gate and zero-gap directional coupler have been

introduced, the theory and background references necessary for completing

Sthsresearch will be reviewed in Chapters 1I, 111 and IV. Chapters 11 and IV

of the dissertation will describe the optical and electro-optical properties of

AIGaAs. The characteristics of conventional and zero-gap directional

couplers will be presented in Chapter III. Chapter V will detail the

expaeimental procedures, observations and recorded data of this work. This

includes material growth, device fabrication and operation. Results am then
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prsentd in Chapter VI and conclusions, along with recommendations, are

given in Chapter VII.

II

4
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CHAPTER II

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF

ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE

By convention, the nomenclature for aluminum gallium arsenide is

generally given as Al4Ga,.As, where x is the fraction of aluminum atoms

present in the material and 1 -x is the fraction of gallium atoms present for

each atom of arsenic in the material. Research has demonstrated that the

optical properties of AiGa,.,As have a strong dependence on x and the

optical wavelength (k). In this chapter, we will quantitatively investigate the

refractive index (n) as a function of both x and A., and then determine these

parameters for the specific AiGa,.1 As structure and wavelength to be used

for this experiment.

Refractive Index

A literature search was conducted for references investigating the

refractive index of Al4Ga,.,As. Three of the sources found•' were ones

In which the index had actually been measured as a function of both x and

X and that these three sources are the most widely referenced among

36
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Al4Ga,,1As integrated optics researchers. 3JA'446,48,40,53'0."4° The literature

search also uncovered a few sources that fit these experimental data to

analytical models to interpolate the refractive index of various AlxGa,.•As

compositions for which the index had not been measured. Sections 2.1 - 2.3

will outline all of the pertinent sources. These sources will be used, along

with information gathered through conversations with several researchers in

the technical area, listed in the bibliography, to determine the refractive index

for the specific x and X used for this experiment.

Before going onto the modelling sections, the wavelength and the Al

concentration of the waveguide devices to be fabricated for this experiment

need to be sen. It is desirable to have an x and I that will yield as low

a propagation loss as possible. Selection of A. was based on the type of

laser diode used in the experiment. Since the absorption is inversely

proportional to %," the higher the X, the lower the loss.

Among the commercially sold laser diodes with as high a I as possible,

A4Ga.,As laser diodes in the 760 - 850 nm range are readily available as

well as inexpensive. Ai4Ga,.xAS laser diodes with . > 850 nm are usually

more expensive and not as readily available. For X > 900 nm, the material

used for the laser structure included either indium or phosphorus, depending

on the desired L
4M

Relevant and complementary United States Air Force interests include:
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(a) Three Terminal Opto-electronic Arrays (TrOA) for which a laser,

photodetector, and amplifier structure are all being fabricated into a single

pixel area in Ai4Ga,.,As materal;2 (b) Integrated Optical Organic Devices

(IOOD), for which polymer based optical waveguldes are being developed

for operation within the 700 - 900 nm wavelength range;• and (c) Optical

Interconnect Technology (OIT), for which integration of laser source, optical

organic waveguide, photodetector and electronics are all being integrated

together to realize a complete multichip module optical interconnect

operating in the 700 - 900 nm wavelength range.c"'1 s These research

programs dictated the use of an AI4Ga,.xAs laser diode with an operating X

somewhere between 700 and 900 nm.

After considering compatibility with the TTOA, IOOD and OIT programs

along with price, availability, and monolithic integration of the laser,

wavegulde and detector, a Sharp Model LT01 5MD0 40 mW index guided

laser diode, operating at X : 827 nm, was selected. A spectrometric

measurement of the laser diode was taken with an input current of 81.0 mA

and Mined at a temperature of 25.0°C to verify X.

With I chosen, the Al concentration to be used for the core of the

waveguide, that would yield as low a propagation loss as possible, needed

to be determined. At a given I. the absorption is inversely proportional to the

fraction of Al atoms.* The higher the x value, the lower the loss. In

V,- ,. ,
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addition, the required waveguide thickness for a given I is inversely

proportional to x. These criteria would suggest a large Al concentration. For

x > 0.350, however, the bandgap level becomes indirect, resulting in

diminished optical activity, due to the fact that both a photon and phonon are

required for an indirect transition.* This dictates that x •0.350. It has also

been reported that at wavelengths in the 800 - 850 rnm range, the modal

attenuations icrease markedly for a waveguide core layer when Al

concentrations are above 0.310. Accordingly, an x value of 0.300 was

chosent for the waveguide core.

Based on the findings given above, the A] concentration is constrained

to the range 02:005 x:5 0.400 when 0.7 pm •5 , < 1.0 prn for the AIxGa 1.As

refractive index models. In addition, the models were fit to the measured

indices by optimizing for an Al concentration x = 0.300 and X 827 nm. This

provided better agreement with the measured refractive index in this limited

range of x and X than when the entire, unlimited, ranges of x and X were

considered.

Section 2.1

In 1972, Boy fit to Sellmeir equation experimental data published by

.legems and Pearson4 :
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n) A + O - C) - DV,,2.1.1

where n, is the index of refraction, X, is the wavelength given in imn and A,

B, C, and D are the Sellmeir cfis, of which A, C, and D are functions

of x. llegems and Pearson used reflectivity measurements to determine the

refrctiv index of Al.Ga.•As for x values of 0.080, 0210, 0.380, 0.530, and

M0,820, re l. The accuracy of x was known to * 0.020,4 which is

within the toWance of the various electronic material characterization

,oiod.1 Numerical values for A, B, C, and D can be found for various

Al concentrations by using the equations generated by Boyd as listed in

Table 2.1.1.

Table 2.1.146
Sellmeir Coefficients for Al4Ga,.4 s

A B C D

10.906 - 2.92x 0.97501 (0.52886 - 0.735x)f [0.002467
x5 <0.36 •(1.41x + 1)]

(0.30386 - 0.105x)f
_____x a 0.36

Several of the assumptions used by Boyd were: 1) Unear variation of A with

x; 2) B independent of x; 3) Quadratic variation of C with x to incorporate

the shift in bandgap as a function of x, which varies linearly with a different
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slope in the regions of direct and indirect band transition; 4) D varies

lUermly with x

Thus, Eq. 2.1.1 allows one to determine the refractive index (n1) as a

function of both x and X. Fig. 2.1.1 shows the plots of the Selimeir equation

for two x values, 0.200 and 0.400, as a function of X, between 0.7 and 1.0

pm. It Is suggested by Hunsperger, that Eq. 2.1.1, along with the values

for A. B, C, and D, can also be used to model the refractive indices

meared by Casey, Sell and Panish.47 When the values for x, given in that

latter work, were substituted into Eq. 2.1.1, however, the modelled index did

not fit the experimentally measured index very well. For the indices

measured by Casey et aW., a second model was found that ft these

mes res much better. This model is discussed in the next section.

Section 2.2

In 1985, Adadci modelled the refractive index data of AI4Ga.,As obtained

by Casey, Sell and Panish.47 These measured indices were determined by

reflectivity meauements for x values of 0.070, 0.100, 0.150, 0.200, 0.240,

0.290 and 0.380 at photon energies ranging from 1.2 to 1.8 electron volts

(eV). The accuracy with which x was known in that experiment was ±

0.020.e Like the previous index measurements, this accuracy is within the

tolerance of the various electronic materials characterization methods.16'
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Figure 2.1.1
Refractive Index of Al4Ga,.,As versus Wavelength
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MUadM uses the relatlon

S(nX(w))= 9e (0) + i'E204, 2.2.1

to model the refractive Index where co is the angular frequency, n%(wo) is the

frequency dependet refractive Index and e,(co) and e2(wo) are the real and

kmgnaOVy parts of the frequency dependent dielectri constant, respectiviely.

Adechre relation, however, is valid for only those energies below the direct

band edge. At or near the lowest direct gap (EF), the imaginary part of the

dect Wnstant (r.(co)) may be taken as zero when Eq. 2.2.1 becomes

n )-, ;(o), 22.2

where the real part of the dielectric constant (el(w)) for zincblende materials

like A4Ga.fAs, at energies below the E, direct gap can be expressed using

the well known Krarmes-Kronig relation

e A() = () + 1I2[EJ(E+o Aj]f(xOJ} + Bo, 2.2.3

where
f f(X) =W4)"12" -1 + X)112 I1- )• 2.2.4



:;' f(b6) =(X•)42 (1 + Zw)'4- 01 ZJ)41, 2.2.5

X V= Ea 2.2.6

and

SWi •EdlF + A. 2.2.7

In Eq. 2.2.3 - 22..7, E, and AO are the lowest direct gap and direct gap

splttig wegs, or critical point energies, In eV, %wiIs the photon energy

in eV re bI Plencks constant and A, and BO are constants used to fit

the model to the measured inkices. Using the measured values of the

Scileal poNt erwg taken from Berolo and Wooiey,= E. and Eo + A can

be fed to the parabolic relation'

E a + bx + cx. 2.2.8

The condst a, b and c were determined for E, by Lee, Juravel, Woolley

and SpringThorpe,5' by fitting Eq. 2.2.8 to the measured values. Using

these values, the equation for E, can be given ase

E =1.425 + 1.155x + 0.37xe. 2.2.9
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Adachl later determined the constants a, b and c for E. + A in the same

manner. Using Adachi's values, the equation for E, + A is given as

E, + ý = 1.785 + 1.115x + 0.37x.- 2.2.10

E, and E + A are plotted as a function of x in Fg. 22.1. The fit of the

curves generated from Eqs. 2.2.9 and 2.2.10 with Berolo et al. is quite good.

By substituting Eqs. 2.2.9 and 2.2.10 into Eqs. 2.2.2 - 2.2.7 and then fitting

Eq. 2.2.2 to the indices measured by Casey et al., A, and B, can be found.

Doing this yeds

AO =6.34 + 18.39x + 0.78x2 2.2.11

and

Bo = 9.38 - 10.61x + 0.78xe. 2.2.12

These values for A, and B, are not the ones used by Adachi*, however,

they proved to give a better fit to the measured refractive index of Casey et

al. than Adachrs values. Figs. 222 - 2.2.5 show plots of the refractive

index (n.j, including the :10.020 Al concentration accuracy, for the x values

0200,0.240,0.290 and 0.380 as a function of) ho (between 1.2 and 1.8 eV),

which corresponds to, approximately, 1.0 pmrn A .5 0.7 pmr. Figs. 222 -
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2.2.5 also indclude the refractive indices measured by Casey et al., which

were substituted into the model at the specific x and X for which the index

was actually measured. These substituted values appear as small spikes

in an otherwise smooth curve, giving an indication of the accuracy of the

model. The refractive indices, using the above model and curve fitting

constants, are within the known accuracy of the fraction of Al atoms. It

provides a very good fit around the chosen x = 0.300 waveguide core and

the 827 nm wavelength, tco = 1.5 eV.

Section 2.3

In 1986, a new set of refractive index measurements were made by

Aspnes, Kelso, Logan and Bhat.u The indices were measured using a

rotating analyzer ellipsometric technique for x values of 0.099, 0.198, 0.315,

0.419, 0.491, 0.590, 0.700 and 0.804 at photon energies ranging from 1.5

to 6 eV. The accuracy with which x was known was ± 0.020. This

accuracy is within the tolerance of the various electronic materials

characterization methods.16' The Adachi model presented in the previous

section did not provide a close enough fit to be used to model these

measurements taken by Aspnes et al. However, in 1989, Adachi3 improved

his model to better fit these experimental data. This new model includes

contributions due to E, and E, + A as well as the higher critical point
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energies El, El + A1, E2, EO', and Eo' + &', including nondispersive

We will determine all the critical point energies and nondispersive terms

before presenting the model, since these energies will consequently be used

to determine the refractive index. The critical point energies E, and E1 were

measured by Aspnes et al.O as a function of x. These measured critical

point energies E, and E,, as well as E, +A% and E2, are given by Adachi."

Equations for the critical point energies, fit to the values found in Adachi,"

are then given as

Eý = 1.42 + 1.195x + 0.315x2 , 2.3.1

E. + %= 1.77 + 1.079x + 0.420x2, 2.32

E= 2.96 + 0.456x + 0.136xe + 0.213)e + 0.067xe 2.3.3

and

.2 = 4.70. 2.3.4

The critical point energy Eo° and the direct gap splitting energies A1 and "

are not listed by Adachi. The only measurements found for E, + A,, E,' and

EO' + O' were taken by Berolo et al.5° Therefore, E.' and E." + A' were
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fitted directly to Berolo et al. gMng

Eo" = 4.49 + 0.095x 2.3.5

and

Eo' + a&' = 4.65 + O.090x. 2.3.6

The El + A, critical point energy was determined in a different way. Only

Berolo et al. and Aspnes et al. measured E,. The critical point energies E1

and E, + Al, measured by Berolo et al., appear to have the same basic

shape, separated only by a constant eV. Using the critical point energy

measurements for E, and E, + A1 (from Berolo et al.) and the critical point

energy measurement for E, (from Aspnes et al.), an approximation for the

critical point energy E1 + +A, to be used for this new model, was found by

taking the difference between E1 and E1 + Al from Berolo et al. and then

shifting E, from Aspnes et al. by the same eV. E1 + A1 was then

approximated by

E1 + Al = 3.19 + 0.456x + 0.136xe + 0.21Ox3 + 0.048x4. 2.3.7

The critical point energies given by Eqs. 2.3.1 - 2.3.7 are plotted as a

function of x in Fig. 2.3.1.
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Taken from Section 2.2, the refractive index is found here by using the

reltion:

n n2(W) -e1(0), 2.3.8

where n3, the refractive index, and the real part of the dielectric constant

(e,(o)) now include contributions from the higher transition energies. The

value of the real part of the dielectric constant due to the E, and E, +

transitions" is given by the Kramers-Kronig relations

e.a(a)) = W + 1/2[EJ/(E0 +AJ]mf(xw}, 2.3.9

where

f(Xo) = (-)22[2 (1 + XJ)2 - (1 - Xj"2H(1 - X)], 2.3.10

f(O) = (ZJJ)[2 - (1 + )"2 -(1 -(I,)"H(1 -XJ], 2.3.11

0 U= E., 2.3.12

XW =o(F. + A) 2.3.13

and
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:• f(1 for y;O

1H(y) I. 2.3.14
Ofory<O.

In Eqs. 2.3.9 - 2.3.14, Eý and E. + are given in eV, % is the photon

energy in eV where % is Planck constant and A is a constant used to fit the

model to the experimental data.

The value of the real part of the dielectric constant due to the E1

transitionr and E + A, transition (Eq. 2.3.7) is given byP

e.,(w) = -Bl( 1)41ln(1 - (X)f] - B2(L,) 41n[1 - (Lif)t, 2.3.15

where

X, •, zEl 2.3.16

and

a = rd(E1 + 'i). 2.3.17

In Eqs. 2.3.15 - 2.3.17, E, and E, + , are given in eV, and Bi and B2 are

constant used to fit the model to the experimental data.

The value of the real part of the dielectric constant due to the E2

transitions I given byO
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e(= C[1 (f)2y[1 - ()- 2 + (Z }, 2.3.18

where

X=2dE2. 2.3.19

In Eqs. 2.3.18 - 2.3.19, Eý is given in eV, and C and y are constants used

to fit the model to the experimental data.

The value of the real part of the dielectric constant due to the E,, and

E' + &0' transitionse was found by fitting the model to the index

measurements. This gives

elo'(o) = D(L' + X,01, 2.3.20

where

o"= i4F.0" 2.3.21

and

V"= 1 c(EO' + 1'). 2.3.22

In Eqs. 2.3.20 - 2.3.22, Eo" and Eo' + •" are given in eV, Wo is the photon

energy in eV and D is a constant used to fit the model to the experimental

data. The value of the nondispersive elements of the dielectric constant due
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to the indired gap transitions is given by a constant e,., which is used to fit

the model to the experimtal data.'4 The real part of the total dielectric

constant due to all of the transition energies is the sum of the dielectric

constants for each of the transition energies or

m(e0 ) (e) + e,(O) + P12(0) + e,0'(co) + El.. 2.3.23

The strength parameters A, C, y, and e,. were determined as a function

of Al concentration by fitting equations to the curves presented by Adachi."

They are given as follows:

A-2.9 + 15.9x + 6.5x +.1x + 0.1' + 3x

+ 13x +32, 2.3.24

C = [2.31 - O.O0lx - o.00b1 - o.001e - O.00l1)

-O.5x6 - 1j2 + 2.5x?], 2.325

= 0.137 - 0.005x - O.O001xe - O.0001x 3 - O.02xe - 0.16x' 2.3.26

and

ej. = 1.25 - 1.98x - 0.4xe. 2.3.27
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The strength pammeters Bi and B2 were estimated by using the

expresslons

p B1 = 44[E, + ,V3Y[l(E,)j] 2.3.28

and

B2 = 44[E, + 2• ]4[al(E + A1], 2.3.29

li• whe- w s the lattice constant in A given by"'

a6 = 5.6583 + 0.0078x. 2.3.30

The strength parameter D was estimated as a function of x by substituting

Eq. 2.3.20 into Eq. 2.3.23, varying D until Eq. 2.3.23 fit the experiments]

In e,,rerfleS from Aspnes st al.m for both x and photon energy. This

D - 2.535 - 1.075x - 0.65xe - 0.7xe - 0.8e - 2.8)e. 2.3.31

Substitution of Eq. 2.3.23 into 2.3.8 gives the refractive index for the

given x values as a function of Wo. Figs. 2.3.2 - 2.3.4 show the plot of the

Index (n) as a function of la, between 1.2 and 1.8 eV, for the x values

S.~
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0.108, 0.315 and 0.419, respectively, including the ± 0.020 accuracy of x.

Figs. 2.3.2 - 22.24 also Include the refracive indices measured by Aspnes

et al., which were substituted into the model at the specific x and X for which

the index was actually measured. These substituted values appear as small

spikes in an otherwise smooth curve, giving an indication of the accuracy of

the model. As can be seen, the refractive indices, using the above model

and curve fitting constants, are well within the known accuracy of x. The

spkes, representing the measured values, are nearly undetectable. This

model provides an excellent fit, not only around the chosen x = 0.300

waveguide core and 827 nm wavelength, but also for the range of x from

0.200 - 0.400 and the range of . from 0.700 - 1.0 prm.

Refractiv Index of the Wavequlde Core

Using the models from Sections 2.1 - 2.3, the refractive index of

A4Ga,,As can be determined at fractions of Al atoms for which the index

was not measured. As stated above, the target Al concentration chosen for

the waveguide core in this experiment was x =0.300. Fig. 2.4.1 is a plot of

the Micas versus wavelength for x = 0.300 using the models outlined in

Sections 2.1 - 2.3. As can be seen in Fig. 2.4.1, there is a significant

difference between the three curves. The curves generated by Adachi's

models (N and nj) based on Casey et al. and Aspnes et al., respectively,
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are offset An from one another, but they possess the same basic shape. The

slope of n3, above IL = 0.9 pm, appears to be steeper than that of n2.

Modelling the refractive index for x = 0.300 along with the ± 0.020 Al

concentration accuracy, incorporating Adachi's models, shows that the

difference between the two index models is barely within this ± 0.020 A)

concentration accuracy. The minimum index value (x = 0.320) for Adachi4 ,

based on Casey et al., just overlaps the maximum index value (x = 0.280)

for Adachi,• based on Aspnes et al. (see Fig. 2.4.2). In Fig. 2.4.1, the curve

for n1, generated by Boyd's Sellmeir equation, 45 based on Ilegems et al., lies

between the other two curves with a slope that follows the other two curves,

as long as X•> 780 nm. Below 780 nm, the slope of n, falls off considerably,

no longer following the other two. The correct curve is virtually impossible

to determine at this time and, as mentioned above, all three curves are used

almost equally by researchers. Based on Figs. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, along with

the wavelength of the laser diode used, and the fact that the indices

measured by Aspnes et al. were not recorded above X > 827 nm, it was

decided to further restrict the wavelength range to 0.8 pm< 7 <5 0.9 pIM for

determination of the refractive index of Al4Ga,.,As. For this range of X and

the 0.200 < x < 0.400 given earlier, the three individual models follow their

measured values quite well, offset from each other only by an amount ,&n

which is within the accuracy of the known Al concentration. Taking all three

models into account, it was decided that the refractive index used in this
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desilalonwould be the average of the three modelled indices, designated

here as r6. The upper limit of accuracy was chosen to ben 2 at x=O0.280

(Adachin6 , since It gave the maximum index of all the curves, and the lower

limit of accuracy was chosen to be n3 at x = 0.320 (Adachi6), since it gave

the minimum index. Fig. 2.4.3 shows the plot of n., of A1vGao.As versus

wavelength, including the upper and lower limits of accuracy, N2 at 0.280 and

n3 at 0.320. The nav value of the AlvGaO.,As composition will be given the

designation n,,, the refractive index of the core layer of the waveguide.

Calculating the average index of refraction, at X = 827 nm, for x = 0.300,

yields the refractive index of the core that will be used for this experiment.

This is given as

n., na,,3.419. 2.4.1

The uplus accuracy, as stated above, will be n2 while the aminuso accuracy

will be N3. Calculating index;N, at X 827 nm, for x =0.280, and index n3

at X = 827 nm, for x = 0.320, gives

n = 3.419:t 0.023. 2.4.2
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Refractive Index of the Waveauide Clad

Based on work done by Honeywell for the Air Force, the optimum

thicness (t) for the waveguide core layer of an A4o3Gao.7Afs composition

was determined to beto=1 IIn.3 Assuming a single mode (m = 0) optical

waveguide, with t9 = 1 1n, . = 827 nm, n., given in the previous section

and the relation 3

n.. - r•> m /[4(2 )(n., + n,=d)], 2.5.1

the index of the cladding layer can be found as

ndd >[(n0 )- X,/4(t=]'=. 2.5.2

The Al onentration of the cladding can then be determined by using Eq.

2.5.2 along with r6, for various x values until an index above the cutoff is

found. Chooing x = 0.350, at I = 827 nm, one gets a refractive index for

the dad slightly less than the cutoff index (see Fig. 2.5.1). The refractive

index for a cladding composition of AmGao.As, at X. = 827 nm, is

determined by calculating n. for x = 0.350. This gives

r• = 3.389. 2.5.3
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A TE.TM mode analysis computer program, acquired from HoneywelP and

"based on a paper by Ghatak, Thyagarajan and Shenoy," was run on a

waveguide structure with a core composition of A6ovGaA.7oAs and a clad

composition of A6uGaerAs at X = 827 nm to assess the losses for the

various wavegulde modes. The program predicted a 0.00007 dB/cm TE

mode loss and a 0.00009 dB/cm TM mode loss for the 0th orderm mode,

and a 13.22 dB/cm TE mode loss and a 16.54 dB/cm TM mode loss for the

"1st order mode. This suggests that even though ndw does not quite meet

the criteria of Eq. 2.52., the losses of the higher order modes, predicted by

the TE/TM mode analysis, are sufficient to ensure single mode propagation

at X = 827 nm.

The molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth facility, located in the Solid

State Electronics Directorate at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, and the

metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) growth facility, located

at Honeywell, should be able to control the A] concentration, over a range

of 0.300 - 0.350, to within ±10.005 of the target composition for both the first

layer and the difference in x between successive layers.7'1̀ This will

provide excellent rpeatabili. Both MBE and MOCVD machines will be

used for this dissertation. The claim of the accuracy of the control of x is a

* valid one since this level of control has also been demonstrated on the

TTOA programa as well as on the Ill-V Optical Waveguide Technology

2'j
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program.? With this accuracy, the Al concentration of the waveguide core

could be as low as x = 0.295 and the Al concentration of the waveguide clad

could be as high as 0.355. Fig. 2.5.2 is a plot of n.., for x = 0.355, and

n, calculated from Eq. 2.5.2, using n=,, for x = 0.295. As can be seen,

nihis slightly less than n=,,, at A. = 827 nm, indicating the possible presence

of higher order modes. The TEFTM mode analysis program, run on this

waveguide structure at I = 827 nm, predicted 0.00001 dB/cm TE/TM mode

losses for the 0th order' mode and a 2.21 dB/cm TE mode loss and 2.86

dB/cm TM mode loss for the 81st order" mode. Based on these results,

which also indicate that one might not be able to ensure against the

presence of higher order modes, the target Al concentration for the clad will

be slightly less that 35%. Trying to grow a clad with x < 0.350 while

I ntai x = 0.300 for the core is difficult.6,'51 Waveguide structures

using a target AL Ga.oAs core composition along with a target

AG6eAs clad composition will be investigated next.

Aa 1 A Wav ulde Structure

As stated In the previous section, the accuracy of the Al concentration

can be controlled to within * 0.005 for this experiment. Using this accuracy

when determinkig n, for x =0.300 at = 827 nm gives a core index of
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n. 3A419±0.003. 2.5.5

I

Using the same accuracy to determine n• for x = 0.350 at ;L = 827 nm

gives a clad index of

nd = 3.389 ± 0.003. 2.5.6

One also needs to take into account the difference in the refractive index

measurements taken by Ilegems 8t al., Casey et al. and Aspnes et al. This

wl1 be done by designating three configurations of waveguide structures

using r% along with the 'plus" and "minus" accuracies (n;and nj) for the

core and clad layers. First, the average refractive indices (nr for the core

and clad will make up Waveguide Structure 1. Next, the 'plus' accuracy

indices (ne) for the core and clad, modelled by Adachl", based on Casey et

al., will make up Wavegulde Structure 2. Last, the "minus" accuracy indices

(rn) for the core and clad, modelled by Adachio, based on Aspnes et al., will

make up Waveguide Structure 3. This gives the possibility of three

waveguide sructures. The three waveguide structures, along with the

indices of refraction, are presented below.

Each of the three waveguide structures will be used for determining the

interaction length of the optical directional coupler switches that will model
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the optical Fredkin gates. Comparing the three structures should then

provide a more thorough analysis than using only one of the models or one

set of measurements for the refractive index.

Waveouide Structure 1

(n., x.,S = 0.300 t 0.005, x.. = 0.350 ± 0.005)

core, = A4.Ga,.s clad, = AiooGaco.As

n..= 3.419 ± 0.003 nd, = 3.389 ± 0.003

Waveoulde Structure 2

(n2, x. = 0.315 ± 0.005, xdw = 0.365 ± 0.005)

core% = Ad31 5GADM clad = AmGasAs

n.= 3.403 ± 0.003 nd= 3.375 ± 0.003

Wavenulde Structure 3

(n3, x.. = 0.285 ± 0.005, x,, = 0.335 ± 0.005)

core3 = cmGa•76As clad3 = Ao4o.10 M .AS

n•,= 3.438 0.003 nd,= 3.404 0.003

ILA



CHAPTER III

DETERMINATION OF THE INTERACTION LENGTH

OF THE ZERO-GAP DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

In this chapter, the interaction length of an AIýGa,.=As zero-gap

directional coupler is determined by substituting the refractive index of

Al=Ga.As into several dielectric strip waveguide directional coupler models,

driving the separation between the waveguides to zero.

Directional coupling is the exchange of power between the guided

modes in adjacent parallel waveguides separated by a finite distance. Fig.

3.0.1 is a schematic of a conventional directional coupler device. The index

of refraction of the core region is n while that of the clad regions is n(1 -

which is less than the index of the core region by an amount A. The

dimensions a, b and c are, respectively, th6 width, thickness and separation

of the waveguides. The interaction length, or distance required for total

exchange of power from one guide to the other is L0 The wave is

considered to propagate along the z axis.

Extensive treatment of optical waveguide and directional coupler theory

has been addressed by many researchers for both continuous two-

76
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Figure 3.0.1
Rectangular Wavegukie Directional Coupler
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dimensional film waveguides and dielectric strip waveguides. Various

methods, such as dielectric waveguide, coupled mode theory, effective

Index, beam propagation method and finite-element analysis have been

usW.M.M6' 17 -60 Analysis of these methods shows good agreement between

all of the different models provided that we are far from cutoff. This means

that the normalized frequency, defined as

B = (b~ix)[n - n(1 - A))1'2, 3.0.1

is greater than or equal to 1.6 for single mode operationA0 In Eq. 3.0.1 the

free-space poaainconstant of plane waves Is defined as k = 2m1% or

wave number, where X Is the wavelength. Since the waveguides fabricated

for this experiment will be rectangular ridge type structures, we will. use

several of the dielectric strip waveguide methods to model the devices for

this expetrimen t."' 7

Marcatili 8ectanula Dielectric Waveauide Model

In 1969, MarcatlI 1 presented an analytical model for integrated optical

rectangular dielectric waveguides and directional couplers. Fig. 3.1.1

Illutraes a directional coupler with the following parameters: n, and n2 are

the refrative Indices of the core and top clad, respectively; n3 is the
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refractive index of the outside clad; n4 is the refractive index of the bottom

clad; n5 is the refractive index of the center clad; the width and thickness of

the individual waveguldes are a and b, respectively; the distance of

separation between the two waveguides is c. The modes of the dielectric

wavegulde are classified as transverse electric (TEd and transverse

magnetic (TM,) modes. The variables, p = (0,1,2,...) and q = (0,1,2,...),

indicate the number of extrema of the electric or magnetic field along the x

and y directions, respectively. This gives the order of the mode. For the

fundamental Oth order" TE, mode, p = q = 0, and the transverse electric

mode is given the designation TEoo. TEpq (TM) modes have the electric

field cont polarized predominantly in the y (x) direction and the

magnetic field component polarized predominantly in the x (y) direction. The

amplitudes of the fields have only one maximum in each direction.

For well-guided modes, (he field decays exponentially in the n2, n3, n4

and n5 regions of the directional coupler wavegulde structure. Most of the

power travels in the n1 regions while only a small part of the power travels

In the N,, r4, n4 and n5 regions. An even smaller portion of the power travels

in the shaded areas. Marcatili found that very little error was introduced

when the fields along the edges of the shaded regions were not properly

matched when calculating the fields In the nj regions. This allowed him to

neglect she shaded areas from consideration, thus, simplifying the boundary

.•• .*
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value problem by solvng only along the four skides of the core region n1.

TEp Modes

For the rectangular delectric waveguide, illustrated in Fig. 3.1 .1, the

electric and magnetic field components in the five areas are given byO1

Hx1  M100s(kAX +ac)coe(Ay + 8)exp(-ikzz+kM), 3.1.1

Hj Mqoe(kxr + ct)ex~p[-("kyIzkz-kot)]. 3.1.2

-x Mpcos(kýy + 8)exp[-(k~xO+*,z-knt), 3.1.3

-w M4cos(kjX + q)exp(kyeczz+kiO, 3.1.4

-j Moek+ 8)sin(kxo + *exp(-tkzz+koO, 3.1.5

Hy, = H=e Hys = Hyf= H,5= 0, 3.1.6

H = -[(IkO~aHxJao).j, 3.1.7

=x [(IkOHxO/axjd, 3.1.8
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- 4(k~H~~yJ,3.1.9

H24 =J~kW.Q~i 3.1.10

Hs= +JkW.Q~,3.1.11

E,= JImn fal 3.1.12

Ea= -[(1I(weqkjaHxakyj, 3.1.14

= ~ 3.1.15

=x +R1/(werkj)oHxOyj, 3.1.16

F HAA((A'n 12 
- k,2)Icn 12k)J 3.1.17

4,= ~,(AA, 0 A/oe2 k)J, 3.1.18

Es= ik - k,,)en 32~k.)J, 3.1.19
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E# HI(Ar•' - k,4)/en42k,)], 3.120

&= HJ(kA' - ky/wOM62k)], 3.1.21

Ez, = [(inj•,R1 )HR, , 3.1.22

Ee = [(Icr•)HrQjy, 3.1.23

Ezq = [(IaeN')aHw/y], 3.1.24

ED$ - (IEOW 42)aHjwQ)1, 3.1.25

Es[()low= ((•,nH/a, 3.126

where M 1jx are the amplitudes of the field in each respective medium, ac

loc-es the field maxima in the core region n1, 6 locates the field minima in

the core region rn, w Is the angular frequency and z is the permittty of free

opaen The y term is necessary because single mode operation of a

directional coupler wil guide two kinds of TEoo modes. One is.syrmetric

when To 90P, and th other is antiym t when y = 00. Both are TEM

modes with main field componentsE and H.. For a symmetric mode, the
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plane x 0 s a magnetic short circuit. For an antlsymmetnc mode, the

plane x = 0 Is an electric short circuit. The electric and magnetic field

components for both symmetric and antisymmetric modes are depicted in

Fig. 3.1.2.

The propagation constants k, k,, and kz in each of the five regions are

relted by"

+ A + k. ha =k 2  3.1.27

where v= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Indicates the region and p is the permeability of free

space. In order to match the fields along the boundares between the core

region Nr and the top and bottom clad regions (r;and n4) and between the

core region n, and the outside and center clad regions (n8 and nj), Marcatili

sumed the following:

d A k 1;=0r= k. 3.1.28

and

k3.129

Since the refractive Index of the core region n, Is larger than the

refrctlve Indtc= of the cladding regions, only modes of plane wavelets
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impinging at grazing angles on the surface of the core region n, are guided.

This implies that k, and k, - k, and, therefore, the electric field

components E Ev E, EE and E. can be neglected. Matching the

remaining field components, H, and Er, along the boundaries of the core

region n. gives the transcendental equationsi1

kxa = kxa[1 + (2V.a)exp(-dE--2y)/(1 +/VEA)] 3.1.30

and

kb= (q + 1):- tan"[(nrVIn,2)(kyn2)] - tan"[(n42/n,)(/"kJ], 3.1.31

where the transverse propagation constants k/ and /C are solutions to Eqs.

3.1.30 and 3.1.31, respectively. kIo is the solution toP

ka= (p + 1)i - tan'(kx) - tan"(kxo. 3.1.32

A measure of the penetration depths of the field components in the various

media are given by?

S= 1[(sx) 2 -ko1 3.1.33

and

TIZ4= 1/[(sr1&44 - k,¶l]J 3.1.34
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where

"A..5= =)42(n, - n2,4. 2)"] 3.1.35

are the maximum thicknesses of the media for which the slab supports only

the fudmna TE, mode.

From Eqs. 3.1.27, 3.1.28 and 3.1.29 the axial propagation constant for

each mode of the coupler is determined by?'

kz = (k,1 " k2 " -)', 3.1.36

where k n - A1m is the propagation constant of a plane wave through a

Smedium with a refractive index n, at a free-space wavelength X, and I, and

/y are obtairnd from Eqs. 3.1.30 and 3.1.31.

Substituting I into Eq. 3.1.30 gives slightly different axial propagation

constants for the symmetric (y =90*) modes and antisymmetric (, = 00)

modes.'

,k = kzG[1 + 2(l 2lk,)ltJa)exPl-d~l(1 + kxo 2 )] 3.1.37

and

kr= k "[1 2(k 2 kO(Ia)exp(-d~JI(1 + 2)], 3.1.38
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where

/= (, - k, -)112 3.1.39

is the axial propagation constant of the TE mode of a single dielectric

waveguide (c os) (see Fig. 3.12.).

The interaction length L for total power transfer from one waveguide to

the other and the coupling coefficient K between the two waveguides can

then be related to k. and/k, by6'

-iK = IrJ(2L) = (kn - k,)W2

= 2(k• 21kWA(.a)exp(-dWl(1 + kVt6). 3.1.40

The interaction length and coupling coefficient for the zero-gap directional

coupler are obtained by driving the separation between the two adjacent

waveguides to zero, which yields

4-K= xI(2L) = 2(kAoj/kJ(Ea)/(1 + kW,,2 ). 3.1.41

TM,1 ,Modes

The analysi for the TM, modes is very similar to that for the TEp

modes. The electric and magnetic field components for TMp modes am
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found by substituting E for H, H for E, -e for gZ and -gL for P into Eqs. 3.1.1 -

3.1.26. Following Eqs. 3.1.28 and 3.1.29, the field components E. and HA,

can be neglected for the TMM analysis-

Matching the field components, Ex and H, along the boundaries of the

core region n1 in the same way as was done to match the field components

H, and Ey for the TE,, analysis gives the transcendental equations61

kxa = kxoa[1 + (2W/a)exp(-dE4 -2i')/(1 + kj:IV)] 3.1.42

and

/y= (q + 1)x - tan'(k" )- tan1 (kjy14), 3.1.43

where the transverse propagation constants k. and ky am solutions to Eqs.

3.1.42 and 3.1.43, respectively, kxo is the solution to

kX= (p + 1)t- tan'[(rn3 /n1 2)(k•.•j] - tan'[(n52Inl2)(kx•j], 3.1.44

and , 114, t. and 1 are obtained from Eqs. 3.1.33, 3.1.34 and 3.1.35.

The interaction length L for total power transfer from one waveguide to

the other and the coupling coefficient K between the two waveguides are

determined by Eq. 3.1.40 using k,, k. and kx, obtained from Eqs. 3.1.39,

3.1.43 and 3.1.44, respectively. The interaction length and coupling
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coefficient for the zero-gap directional coupler are obtained by substituting

kzO ky/and k,, obtained from Eqs. 3.1.39, 3.1.43 and 3.1.44, into Eq. 3.1.41.

Marcuse Rectanaular Dielectric Waveauide Model

Marcuse has derived a rectangular dielectric waveguide model

following the approach developed by Marcatili. Like the preceding analysis,

the four shaded regions, (see Fig. 3.1.1), are neglected. The analysis

presented by Marcuse starts with the Maxwell equations:

V x H = eoF./at 32.1

and

V x E = %a/t, 3.2.2

where H is the magnetic field vector, E is the electric field vector, e, is the

dielectric permittvty of vacuum, p is the magnetic permeability of vacuum,

n is the refractive index of the medium and t is the time variable. The time

and z dependence equation for the time harmonic and mode fields is given

-•eXlp[i(s•z)], 3.2.3
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where co Is the radian frequency and the eigenvalue is the z component

of the propagation vector of plane waves traveling in the waveguide core.

The variable P Is designated as the propagation constant of the guided

wavegulde modes and Is expressed byMo

= nlkcosO1, 3.2.4

where k = 2ixA is the wave number, n, is the refractive index of the

wavegulde core and 0, is the angle at which the wave propagates through

the waveguide core with respect to the waveguide clad r% (see Fig. 3.2.1).

For the wave to propagate through the core medium with a refractive index

of n1, 01 must not exceed the critical angle for total internal reflection given

by",

cos, = n./n,. 3.2.5

Using the equations above, the transverse electric and magnetic field

components for the TE, and TM, modes can be given in terms of the

longitudinal field components by2

Ex= -()[(paE/x) + (6cHQ )4a•}, 3.2.6
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Guided Wave
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yL

Figure 3.2.1
Trajecory of a Guided Wave ina Slab Waveguide
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E, = -(ff"N)[(PEy)- (04l•aH./x)], 3.2.7

Hx = -(li)[IItHx)- (can,%aE~j4y)] 3.2.8

and

H, = -(iK)[IajH/y) + (~eaaEr/Qx)], 3.2.9

where

K)i= - 3.2.10

and j= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 corresponds to the values for the fields in the five

regions of the waveguide. The longitudinal field components Ez and Hz must

then satisfy the wave equationm

W 4 + 0 + = 0. 3.2.11

TEM Modes

SFor TEmodes, the electric field component is polarized predominantly

in the y direction. The amplitude coefficents of Ez and Hz are adjusted so

that one of the transverse field components vanishes. The following set of

lngiudin field omp satisfies the wave equation (Eq. 32.11) and

the transverse field component equations (Eqs. 3.2.6 - 3.2.9). They descrbe
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a TE., mode in the core region n1:U

=z Acos[k"yii)]coe~k,(x+Fj] 3.2.12

and

HZ = A(e)¶n 12 (kk)P/)sin[k7(,T)jsin~k,(x+4)], 3.2.13

with

K ,, 2=neA- 2 k~+kA; 3.2.14

and that to the top clad region N~ yields

Ez Acos[kAi~cosk~x + e)]XP(iY2 32.15

and

Hz A(e 1W' 2 (kft2)cs[kn)sW[k~x+t)exp(.72y 1 32.16

with

Iq 0 kf 2 2;32.17

and tha to fth outsi decad region n3 yieldeP

Ez A(n12N~)cosWk&(Jcs4)(y*')leXP[1(* 32.18
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Hz - -A(ce)'n 1 2(ky,/PVcoska+4)]

9lnkl",y.i)eXP[-'Y3(x-aHJl, 3.2.19

with

K3! AV 13J~j 2 y; 3.2.20

and tha to the bottomn dad region n4 pyelds"

and

H, -[A(.4 1Yn 4,2(kk1y)COe[AIIb)]

*smxp[k 'y419(y)74.b)fl, 32.22

14"; 3.2.23

OnW #Wa to the center clad region n. yields"

Ez A(n,1 Ms2cos(kQJoos" l)Jexp(yx) 3.224

aid
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Hz, A(e•/ ngn,(kos/kMcos(k))sin[kJy)exp(y¥x), 32.25

K! 22-= ~2-' 3.2.26

In Eqs. 32.12, 32.13, 3.2.15, 32.16, 3.2.18, 32.19, 3.2.21, 3.2.22, 3.2.24

and 3225, variable A Is the amplitude of the field.

The rnvese electric field component E can satisfy one of the

boundary conditions by using the proper field amplitudes. The other

boundary conditions can be matched by forcing the longitudinal magnetic

field componet Hz in the top and bottom dad regions (n2 and nr) to pass

co tinuously through the core boundary at y 0 and y= -b, dictating that H,

be oontinuous. Note that E. can be neglected since it is small compared to

the other field componnts. These conditions lead to the equationsr

(n,'k Mik - b)] - (n4 Fyc[k7 i - b)] =0 3227

and

(n21 ks ) + (nOy,)cos(Iy) 0. 3228

SExpansion of the sine and cosine functions In the above equations yields

Wpmgy~a~eqain

A
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tanQk) 'J~g(y + "n,/ n1 4). 3229

This is the eigenvalue equation of TMP, modes in an infinite slab waveguide

for which the transverse electric field Ey is normal to the core boundaries at

y= 0 and y= -b. Using Eqs. 3.2.17 and 3.2.23 to express -f2and y4in terms

2= [(n,2- ni2)- •k] 32.30

N and

14 [IOn - n4
2)A2 -k] 3.2.31

one can dsosnrmne k7 using Eq. 3.2.29.

At the wavegulde core boundaries in the outside and center dad regions

(N and nr,), H, must be equal and continuous on both skdes of the dielectric

interbfe at x= a and x 0. The transverse electric field component Ey is

aready coninuous by the choice of field amplitudes. This leads to the

kjnk3 Aa+,)J] - y'cos[kj(a.)] = 0 3.3.32

and

sk*KW - yos(k4) -0. 32.33



' 498F E insion of the sine and cosine functions in the above equations yields the

tan(Ika) = k,(y., + r(,- 7376), 3.234

for TEM modes in an Infinite slab waveguide. Since E. Is the dominant

electric field component the field appears as a TE., mode with respect to the

oubsld aid cender clad regions n3 and nt.

Usin Eqs. 32.20 and 3226 to express 13 and 1'. in terms of k,,

Y3 Jn, jIQ3.2.35

and

[n,= [n,- n,')A - kxj'. 32..36

one can dbmi , using Eq. 32.34.

The p 1opgatioonstant I can be obtained for TE,, mode propagation

usn Eq. 32.14, with the values for k• and kx determined from Eqs. 3.229

and 32.34, e .

(ep = -n,'. -k1' + k,,)]"J. 32.37



The interaction length L for total power transfer from one waveguide to

the other and the coupling coefficient K between the two waveguides are

then found by substituting 0 for kv, for kc and 1/y6 for in Eq. 3.1.40.
C

This ylelds'

-IKw= W(2L) - 2(kA/I/)[(1/ay5))exp(-cyr)/(1 + k!2Iys2). 3.2.38

The interaction legt and couplin coeffiient for the zero-gap directional

* coupler are obtained by driving the separation between the two adjacent

wavegulfes to zero which yields,

-I-(K= w(2L) 2(Alp)(•1•/,)/(1 + •g•ty). 3.2-39

TM Modes

The TM,1 modes are derived in a similar manner to the TE, modes, with

the electric field component polarized predominantly in the x direction. The

folowing aet of longitudinal field components satisfies the wave equation

(Eq. 3.2.11) and the transverse field component equations (Eqs. 3.2.6 -

3.2.9). They describe a TM., mode in the core region n,.02

-. Booe[k,,(•")joek.(X4"")i 3.2.40
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and

Hz ~ 4 i(/krsn~]i~,x~1 3.2.41

anid tha to the top dlad region n2 yed

Ez B(n,2/ 2ýcs[MAcos[kx(x4+F)]exp(-y~$ 3.2.42

and

H. B(CA kcskQ 20~Jep-yj; 3.2.43

and tha to the outside clad region n yields

E. Bcoeol.&Qws[k, M)]exp(-o(x-a)I 24

and

Hz -WeBS/,,)lnsIQftcoB~kx,(m-t)]

sin[MM(y.))eXPp-Y3(X-a)fl; 3.2.45

and that to the bottom cdad region n4 yields'

4=B(n 1/ 2(=N-b -b)cos(k,(X4ýIXP['r(yi~b)] 3.2.46

and

... ..
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H, J.(e "1 n,'(ky/,kjcos(k,(T-b)J

"•sikx+,)ex)O1,,(y+b)]; 3.2.47

and that to the center clad region n yields

E= Bcos(kcos[k,/•1)exp(y, 3.2.48

and

H, = B(e.)ansal(ky)cos(kA)sin[k("l)exp(-yf). 32.49

In Eqs. 32.40 - 3.2.49, variable B is the amplitude of the field. The values

for K,2, 42, K",K and K2 are obtained by using Eqs. 3.2.14, 3.2.17, 3.220,

3.23 and 32.26, repectlvely.

The t electric field component E, can satisfy one of the

boundmy conditions by the proper choice of the field amplitudes. The other

boundary conditions can be matched by forcing the longitudinal magnetic

field component H in the top and bottom clad regions (Nr and n4) to pass

continuously through the core boundary at y= 0and y= -b, dictating that Hy

"be canltnuou. Note that Ey can be neglected since it is small compared to

the other field components. These conditions lead to the equationsu

k~n~k~b + l)] - ycoe[/b + q1)1]= 0 3.2.50
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and

kyWMn() + y•cos(kT) =0. 32.51

Expansion of the sine and cosine functions in the equations above yields the

elgnvalue equation

tan(kb) = ky,, + 74-), 3.2.52

for TEN modes In an infinite slab waveguide. Using Eqs. 3.2.30 and 3.2.31,

which express - and 4 in terms of k,

one can determine k/ using Eq. 3.2.52.

At the wavegulde core boundaries in the outside and center clad regions

(n and n.), H. must be equal and continuous on both sides of the dielectric

interace at x = a and x =0. The transverse electric field component E• is

already c•ontinuus by the choice of field amplitudes. This leads to the

(n•'/[)sIn[ - a)) - (r%=/9yos[/ - a)] = 0 3.2.53

and

(n 2/kJeln(kjA) + (ns2/rFcos(kA) 0. 32.54
I: + -. 325
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Expansion of the sine and cosine functions in the equations above yields the

eigenvalue equationU

tan(k.a) = nri,'k,3l(, + N5 )Ir(n32 n2 .k - n,"IJy), 32.55

for the TM., modes in an infinite slab waveguide. Thus, the field appears as

a TMpq mode with respect to the outside and center clad regions (n3 and n.).

Using Eqs. 3.2.35 and 3.2.36, which express y and y6 in terms of k1, one

can determine k using Eq. 3.2.55.. The propagation constant 0 can be

obtained for TM• mode propagation by substituting k, and obtained by

"Eqs. 3.2.52 and 3.2.55, into Eq. 3.2.37.

The interaction length L for total power transfer from one waveguide to

the other and the coupling coefficient K between the two waveguides are

then found by substitution of the above TM• mode variables into Eq. 3.2.38.

The interaction length and coupling coefficient for the zero-gap directional

coupler are obtained by using Eq. 3.2.39.

Bums and Milton Effective Index Method

In a 1975 paper, Bums and Milton discussed mode conversion in planar

dielectrc separating waveguides.0 This has since become known as the

ffctive index method, and is treated in detail by Nishihara, Haruna and
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i ~Suhara for both two and three dimensional dielectric wave~guide structures.•r

S~The effective index method is based on the concept of the effective index of

the guided mode. The guided mode propagating along the z axis sees the

effective index (N) defined by='

I• = kN,3.3.1

••* where 13 is the axial propagation constant, k is the free space propagation

constant (defined In the first section of this chapter) and N = n~coso1 (see

FIg. 3.2.1 and Eq. 3.2..).

The effective index method for the dielectric waveguide structure to be

Sfabricated for this experiment (illustrated in Fig. 3.1.1) a performed by

+•:+ divdlng the three dhimensional waveguide into two two-dimensional

•+-. waveguides. One is 2-D Wave~guide 13 with light confinement 1n the y

" ~direction and the second is 2-D Wavegulde 2, wIth light confinement in the

x direction (see Fig. 3.3.1). The axial propagation constant for the TE,,

modes of a three dimensional waveguide structure is determined by the

+ following procedure:

•.,,,•,. • The effective index N1 of 2-D Waveguide 1 is found first by applying

•+, TM,, mode ansayyes to the top and bottom clad regions (n;and nj) with

•i wavegulde thicness b. Effective index N1 is then used to find the effective

>Vt.,:, ;-
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index A4 of 2-D Wavegulde 2 by applying TEM mode analysis to the outside

and center clad regions (n3 and nj) with wavegulde width a. The axial

propagation constant is finally obtained by substituting N2 for N in Eq. 3.3.1.

The axial propagation constant for the TM, modes is determined in a

manner similar to the one used for the TEp modes. First, effective index N1

of 2-D Waveguide I is found by applying TEq mode analysis to the top and

bottom clad regions (N and n4) with waveguide thickness b. Effective index

N1 is then used to find effective index N4 of 2-D Waveguide 2 by applying

TMM mode analysis to the outside and center clad regions (n3 and nj) with

waveguide width a.

TEN Modes

As outlined in the preceding section, 2-D Wavegulde 1 represents the

TMq modes in an Infinite slab waveguide of thickness b and 2-D Waveguide

2 represents the TEq modes in an Infinite slab waveguide of width a. Since

Ey is the dominant electric field component, the field appears as a TEq

mode with respect to the outside and center clad regions (n3 and nsj. The

analysis can be represented by the following:?

• = kENM(n.(1nln4);TEa(n3 lNlIns)}], 3.3.2
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where •s i the TEq axdal propagation constant for the three dimensional

dielectric wavegulde.

First, we start with the wave equation for the TM, modes of 2-D

Wavegulde 1, given byA7

'•y? + (/W - 1P,2)H,= 0, 3.3.3

where

F_• =(•lo~t)H.3.3.4

and

Ez =(1IIh f)nHj'8y, 3.3.5

where Is the TM., axial propagation constant for 2-D waveguide 1.

The fiel solutions can then be written ase

Hjd = Hcos(kY + Q), 3.3.6

at-b• y < 0 foryth core region3n,

Hg 49ex( gjd, 3.3.7
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at y > 0 for the top clad region Nr, and

H-4 H4exP[' 4(y+b)J, 3.3.8

'S.

at y < -b for the bottom clad region n4. The variables y2 and y4 are the

"ansverse propagation constants of a plane wave in the top and bottom

cladding regions, repectively, and *2 is the phase shift suffered by a wave

polarized with Its magnetic field vector parallel to the interface between the

core region n, and -the top clad region n2.

In addition to the phase shift due to reflection of the wave from the

interface between n, and N, there is also a phase shift *€ suffered by the

reflection of the wave from the interface between the core region n, and the

bottom clad region n4. Using Eqs. 3.3.3 - 3.3.8, these phase shifts can be

defined mathemnaticall byM

S"2arctan((n, 2 )(p1 
2  j "r 2/c)1 /n12k/°2  p 21) 3.3.9

and

4 -2arctan[(Nlr/n 42)(1 ,2 - n42hk)'/In,2 1k- , - ']. 3.3.10

Using the differences between the phase fronts, which are due to the

reflection of the wave at the two interfaces and given mathematically by4
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1, = (boeo,)[(1/tanO,) - tane,] = (bsine,)(cos%, - sir2 ,) 3.3.11

WWI== rln1, 3.3.12

*: the condition that both reflected waves contribute to the same plane waves

can be expressed by the relatione

N(92 - sjk+ #2 + *4 = 2(q + 1)x, 3.3.13

where q = (0,1,2,...) indicates the number of extrema of the magnetic field

In the ydirection.

The eenae equation, obtained from Eqs. 3.3.9 - 3.3.13, can then be

written asF

k/b = (q + 1)x - tan"'[(ln/n)1/y)1 - tan1 [(n4 n1 )(/yJ, 3.3.14

where

= ,- 3.3.15

72= (P"2 - kA)18 3.3.16
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14=01 "P' " 3.3.17

am the trmue propagation constants.

Using Eq. 3.3.1, the transverse propagation constants, given by Eqs.

3.3.15 - 3.3.17, can be expressed in terms of the effective index of 2-D

Wavegulde 1:

k, = knr• - Nj)l, 3.3.18

1 N" k(N•- rNe 3.3.19

- (Nil - n4)•. 3.3.20

Next, the wave equation for the TEM modes of 2-D Waveguide 2 is

.+ (r -)Ey 0, 3.3.21

H,- -WeIqajE, 3.322

and
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Hz -(llk4•E,•x, 3.323

The field solutions can be written asF

Ey EAcos(kxx + Q,3.3.24

at 0 <x-c a forthe core region now defined as NI,

E- EA*-^, 3.3.25

at x <0 for the outside clad region n,,and

-EExpfr x+a], 3.3.26

at x > a for theenter clad region n.. The variablesy and -f5 are the

'transvease propaation constants of a plane wave in the outside and center

clmdd•ng Mrgon., rP vy, and WW 1 the pa O shft Suffered by a wave

polabed with Its electric field vector parallel to the Interface between the

core region N and the outsid c region no .

In addcion to the phase shift due to reflection of the wave from the

kftoi em between N, and n3, there is also a phase shift 0. suffered by the

-• . .
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refllecton of the wave from the interface between the core region N, and the

cnter clad region rn. Using Eqs. 3.3.21 - 3.3.26, these phase shifts can

be def•e•d mv inthweWacay be

3. --tr-n[(Wn -r," - )' 3.327

and

, -amhm,(p,' - nVk)taI/(nl'e - I,')+1 . 3.32

Using ho diferenoes beween the phase fronts, which are due to the

refloction of the wave al the two interfaces and given m ohenatically by"

*I (aOOe,)[(1fltu,) - tanm,] - (Wsin,)Xcoe', - snl'9) 3.3.29

and

a,. Wkir 1, 3.3.30

fthe ondiion that both rflected waves contr to the same plane waves

com be I peed wth the realone

n(s - sjk + + ,2(p + ). , 3.3.31

wher, pm (0,1,2,....) kincates the number of extrema of the electric field in
V:
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the x drction.

The elgenvlue equation, obtained from Eqs. 3.3.27 - 3.3.31, can then

be wrtten as

kx & (p + 1)X - tQnl,) - tan'l(k,/5), 3.3.32

, (NI- , 3.3.33

- (p' n~A') 1 3.334

yam , -.nf) 3.3.35

we the Iranseves propgto constants.

LU*n. Eq. 3.3.1, the transverse conwtat, giv by Eqs.

3.3.33- 3.3.35, can be expressed in termsof the effctve index of 2-D

k, 141 -k• ' p -3.3.36

XAV nN'3.3.37
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aid

-7 (IN,' - r) =. 3.3.38

Having solved for 16 and k, the symmetric propagation constant , and

antslymmetric propagation constant P,, corregslpding to the symmetric and

ant' symmetric TE., Modes of the directional coupler, respectively, are found
by',

-te 06[1 + 2(kf'/IN,)(l/ay,)exp(-cY,)/(1 + k3.339

and

-P % = j1 - 2(kx'/P)(l/a,)exp(l-v)/(1 + kIc/ys)], 3.1.40

where c i the distance of separation between the two waveguides.

The kfleraction length L for total power transfer from one waveguide to

the other and the coupling coefficient K between the two waveguides can

then be e d to P, and Pa byf

-K- w/(2L)= (P.- pP2. 3.3.41

The interaction length and coupling coefficient for the zero-gap

directional coupler are obtained by driving the separation between the two
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odea wameode to zero. ýT'ns yied,

- + 1 + 2(/)lsJ(l/( + 'I/1) 3.3.42

and

, =•1 - 2(k=/')(1/ayr,)(11(1 + kt2/y6))], 3.3.43

which are then substituted back into Eq. 3.3.41.

TMq Modes

For TM, mode analysis, 2-D Waveguide 1 represents the TE, modes

in an inite slid waveguide of thicmkes b and 2-D Wavegulde 2 represents

the TM,, modes in an infinite slab waveguide of width a. With Hy as the

domkmnt magnetic field component, the field appears as a TMp mode with

Irmpect to the outside and center cad regions (Nr and ns). The analysis can

be reprse :I -se by the following:

16 /(Nrr(n2lnlnj4)TM(;lNins)}], 3.3.44

where Is the TMp, axial propagation constant for the three dimensional

d•i-delecr waveguide. Following the same procedure as was presented in

the prvious section, the elgenvalue equation for the TE, modes of 2-D
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Wavegulde I can be written as"

k= (p + 1)X - tan"[(nn,2)(kjr)] - tan[(n.2/n,1 )(k•/)], 3.3.45

ib

where

Ic,, = (n,2A2 - I,•12 9 3.3.46

73= ( n I, 3.3.47

and

M2'(, nV 1. 3.3.48

Usikg Eq. 3.3.1, the trasee propagation constants, given by Eqs.

3.3.46 - 3.3A8, cun be expressed in terms of the effective index of 2-D

Wavegu2de 1:

k= k(n 2 •2)1#, 3.3.49

3= 1- r2)1 3.3.50

mid

s= (N 2
-"n5 )'=- 3.3.51
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[i The eigenvalue equation for the TM• modes of 2-D Waveguide 2 can

be written asF

k= (q + 1)x - ta"(kA/y - tan"(k/, 3.3.52

where

Y= (N,2kA - p2)12, 3.3.53

2= (33- 3354

and
Y4= n" n2 4 1 . 3.3.55

Using Eq. 3.3.1, the transverse propagation constants, given by Eqs.

3.3.53 - 3.3.55, can be expressed in terms of the effective index of 2-D

Waveguide 2:

ky= MN, - N•)'=, 3.3.5

72 = k(NV - n=)l 3.3.57

and

14 =(AVN- n4
2)1'. 3.3.58
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Having solved for P2 and /•, the symmetric propagation constant 13P and

antisymmetric propagation constant 13, for the TMoo modes of the directional

coupler are found by substituting f6 and k,, determined here, into Eqs. 3.3.39

and 3.3.40.

The interaction length L for total power transfer from one waveguide to

the other and the coupling coefficient K between the two waveguides, can

then be related to P, and 1, by Eq. 3.3.41. The interaction length and

coupling coefftlent for the zero-gap directional coupler are obtained using

S3.3.42 ad d,.: 43, which are then substituted back into the equation for

the zero-gap directional coupler, Eq. 3.3.41.

Fleck. Morris and Feit Beam Prooaoation Method

Fleck, Morris and Felt proposed, in 1976, a propagating beam method for

computing fields of an optical beam passing through a medium.0 The

method calculates the characteristics of an input beam as it propagates

through a medium over a small distance z, and then corrects for the

variations of the refractive index as seen by the beam over this distance z.

It has already been applied to several optical fiber and integrated optic

applkcations.60

The beam propagation method is derived for a scalar field. The theory

Is restricted to small changes in the refractive index. The first part of the
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derivation assumes the propagation of a high frequency beam through an

S...inomogeneous medium. It begins with the wave equation74

S+ kkn2(r)4 =0, 3.4.1

where # represents the scalar field, k is the free space wave number defined

at the beginning of this chapter and n(r) = no(r)f + An2(r) is the refractive

index of the medium consisting of an unperturbed part (no(r)2) and a

perturbation (Wn2 (r)). Splitting n2(r) into its respective parts, Eq. 3.4.1 takes

the form74

+ kn 2(r) = = 8(r), 3.42

where the right hand side of the equation, designated as s(r), is considered

a source function. Next, the unperturbed part of the index is chosen so that

the new wave equation74

r+ 2'no(r)ýV =0, 3.4.3

along with the radiation conditions at z= 0, has a solution. If V is known for

z z., where z. is the position z= 0, then V and its derivative, with respect
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to z, can be solved for all values of z by use of an operator (A). A acts with

repect to only the transverse coordinates (x,y). This leads to74

ao/az = •V(xYz, ). 3.4.4

For n = constant, the scalar field can be represented in the angular

spectrun domain by

, Ylk=,%M ,,z) ff Vl(x~y,z4exp[-iKkxx + "ydxdy, 3.4.5

where (kA,k6z) Is the Fourier transform of the scalar field (W(xy,z)), and kx

and k, are the tranbvers propagation constants. Taking the derivative of

Eq. 3A.5, with rspect to z; yields74

laPz(kk,/,,z) = -ikz,/),z), 3.4.6

Overe k,=(OrnV - Ak2 - ký..l is the axial propagation constant. Using Eq.

3.4.6, the integral operator A can be derived.

For a given coordinate (z), the field (0) is split into two parts. The first

part (%,) is generated by the sources in the region where ze < z, and the

second part ( i,) Is generated by the sources where z' > z. Using the
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• {@,(rlrl) 0 for z <.ze

(e(rlr) =12 for z = e

,(rlr') = 1/ for z> z', 3.4.7

an explicit expression for *, and *2 can be obtained. Defining G as Greens

function of Eq. 3.3.3, the wave equation 1O) can be expressed by74

)= ffG(rlr)e(rlr')s(rj)dV'. 3.4.8

Taling tme deriative of #1 wth respect to Z, yields7

4bQ/,Z(r) : fff[[ a5 z(rlr')e1 (rlr')s(r)dV"

+ fff G(rlr.5(z - zjs(rjdV-, 34.9

where 8(z - z) is the step size. The first integral of equation 3.4.9

represents the unperturbed mediumn. It can be expressed in termns of A using

Eq. 3.4.4.74

3.4.10
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The second integral of Eq. 3.4.9 includes both the unperturbed medium and

the perturbation. With the help of Eq. 3.4.2, the second integral in Eq. 3.4.9

can be written as7'

,f"Glxyzxy,z)l-k2)rlX",yz)xyz)ddy. 3.4.11

Equation 3.4.11 can then be expressed in terms of an operator (0) acting on

0 by7e

og,Y, , 3.4.12

where, like A, operator 0 acts with respect to only the transverse coordinates

(xy). Subttion of Eqs. 3.4.10 and 3.4.12 into Eq. 3.4.9 yields74

z(Xy'z)= 4 1(x',y',z) + 00(x',y',4. 3.413

Neglecting the influence of the reflected field (12) on 0, 0 can be

subliute ed for in Eq. 3.4.13. The first-order differential equation for 01

then becomes"

4A /az(x',y',z) = A*(x',y',z) + OO,(x',y',z) 3.4.14
-'-I ...
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where i0 is the correction term.

From Eq. 3.4.14, the propagation of field (0) is given by two terms.

One describes propagation in an unperturbed medium (04,) while the other

describes a correction term (4j) representing the influence of An. Using

Fourier transforms and convolution along with the assumption that the

unperturbed media is homogeneous, the correction term in Eq. 3.4.14 can

be simplf. 74

04i1*,(x',y',z) = -x 3.4.15

By combining Eqs. 3.4.14 and 3.4.15, the first-order differential equation for

01becomes74

""•a z(x',y',z) = 04(x,y',z) - (id2no)An2 1(x',yx,z). 3.4.16

In order to solve Eq. 3.4.16, it will be assumed that 0 is known at position

2 z=oz. If An2 = 0, Eq. 3.4.16 reduces to74

&m"z(x,y, = AE(x,y,zo), 3.4.17

where e•Qyzo) = 0 1(x,y•zo) is given. Therefore, e represents the field as it
4 •,- ,
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upgoi)mla tlwouh a medium with refractive index (no(r)). Introducing a

correction factor (exp(f)) loads to an approximate solution to the differential

Eq. 3.4.16. This solution Is derived by74

3.4.18

* 1#(r) - exp(I'(r)Js(r), 3.4.18

with r(xy,4Zo) =0. Combining Eqs. 3.4.16 and 3.4.18 yields 4

arI]iz= -(*2nr&jn2 + [&(expQ)e) - exp(r)A(e)yexp(lr) 3.4.19

It has been d that the second term in Eq. 3.4.19 can be

neglected, provided Eq. 3.4.19 is Integrated over a small distance (z- z,)!

This-yed

r,-(d2nr T-(z- zo), 3.4.20

for (z- zo) small. Combining Eqs. 3.4.18 and 3.4.20 ylelds'

* 1(xyyo + A4 e(xy,z + .4exp(-lhno)id=z), 3.4.21

which is the equation for the correction term.

:+ ;+ ,
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For n,(r) independen-t- of A, the elgeNmo111de of Eq. 3.4.3 can be

dsemn*ied.- This allows one to calculae the proagation of p 74

s(X~y.z + Az) EA~~n(X,*)exp[(5Az 3.4.22
n

Where

A.u ff S(Xy4V(X..)dxdy. 3.4.23

Usin Eq. 3U.22 and mulilcto with the correction term, defined by Eq.

3.421, sllows the Propaato of light in small steps.

Appliation. of the beon prpgto hdto media with sm all

rfractlv index variations sllows one to analyze bearn Propagation through

Ihosiegrd wa degud strutmures. For this cas, the operator A can be

espremsed in termns of Fourier transforms (see Eqs. 3A4.5 and 3.4.6). The

proagaionstep defined by Eq. 3A422 can, thus, be calculated using fast

Fourier trawknsf s (FFrs). Performing a two dimnsina FFT extends the

bemnpropagationmehod to three dimensions, allowing one to analyze the

dielectic waveguldte struture iNlustatd in Fig. 3.1.1.

The beam propagwWatiofn mthod for integraed optical waveguide

app mlicatioa has been programmed into a SUN Sparc station by A. Ticknr,

of Lo~iiee Missiles and Space Cornpany." Although it does not generate
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lind numbers f toi kerlactlon length of direconmal iouplers, the way the

dibblcltu •weuld elfective index methods do, the beam propagation

-methd does provi an excellent prediction of device performance. It

calculfts the snIUtudes of the fields as they propagate through the

medium. As an example, the beam propgto method computer program

acquired from LocMhd was used to generate Fig. 3.4.1 which gives a

vlual prediction of the behavior of a light wave poatigk through an

A, •,jxa wamvlede wlh an S-benm. The folowing paramet were

mheiR ;ed kto the beam pagoaio•n method uLng the indices from

wveoul Structure 1 (Chapter 11): the waveguide width a= 3 pm, the

WSW eeids coem #**noness b= 1 pm, the operating wavelength X =827 nm,

the remalve index of the core n = 3.419, the refractive index of the top and

bebotoM clad reglons n , n4 =3.389, the refractive index of the outside clad

regioo N ns= 1.000. Zero g ks was assumed for the straight

gudes A slp size of 0.5 pm was used to calculate the propagating field

.pimPludes. The S4bnd was designed using the formulaW

iXz) -(NoIz - (Nft)sln((2Wz~/)z, 3.4.24

where I Is the longtudnld separation in the z direction sad h is the lateral

oAst In the xdkection. Eq. 3.424 allows one to minimize the radiative loss
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Figure 3.4.1
Amplkitues of fte Propagatin Fktied n an

AkGa,,As Wawegulde with an S-Bend
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and mWxmize the mode confiement. For the S-bend structure illustrated

in Fig. 3.4.1, h= 20 pm and 1=500 run.

L=.'

4o



CHAPTER IV

ELECTRO-OPTIC PROPERTIES OF

ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE

Al4Gaj.,As is an optically isotropic crystal belonging to the cubic 43m

symmetry class known as zincblende Certain isotropic crystals, including

AlWa,.As, p electro-optic (EO) properties in which a polarization and,

hence, a birefg can be induced when an electric field (E) is applied

to the crystal (Pockels effect).!"' The Pockels effect is a linear EO effect;

the induced birefringence is directly proportional to the first power of the

appled electric field. Thus, A4&GSAs exhibits anisotropic behavior.

In an aiotropic crystal the polarization induced by E is dependent on
the directin of -.'6 Therefore, the speed at which light travels trug

an anisotropic crystal is dependent on the direction of propagation. A light

beam propagating through an anisotropic crystal along the optic axis (0) is

defi.ed as an ordinary ray!"06 The refractive index seen by this

prpaatn beam is defined as the ordinary refractive index (n,1 or no). ni

is independent of the direction of the polarizationY-'0° A light beam

129
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p a through an anisotropic crystal at any other direction to 0 is

defined as an extraordinary ray.'l6 The refractive index seen by this

propagating beam is defined as the extraordinary refractive index (n1 or n.).

n.L is dependent on the direction of polarization.Y7'1°6 Hence, n, is dependent

on the direction E. Since AlxGal.jAs has one optic axis it behaves like a

specific group of anisotropic cryWstals known as uniaxial crystals.1°°.'°6 If we

define the z axis as the optic axis then n, = nil and nq = ny = n... The index

surfaces can, therefore, be represented by a sphere with radius n1l and an

ellipsoid with radius n Iparallel to 0 and radius n. normal to the 0 (see Fig

4.0.1).'°8 For n. > nil the uniaxial crystal is known as a positive type and

for nj < n, the uniaxial crystal is known as a negative type.'" As can be

seen, the sphere and ellipse are tangent to each other only at the points

along the optic axis. The amount of induced birefringence is defined as the

difference between these two refractive indices and, as stated above, is

linearly proportional to E.w'lms Pockels effect is given mathematically by,' 10

ni,- n.= mE, 4.0.1

where m is a proportionality constant. Modulating the electric field allows

one to modulate the input signal and provide the basis for building an

electo-optic: switch.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.0.1 lOS

Indetx Surface for (a) a Positive Uniaxial Crystal
and (b) a Negative Uniaxia Crystal
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In this chapter we will determine the induced birefringence and derive

an expression for electro-optic modulation using the EO properties of the

specific AI4Ga,.MAs structure to be fabricated for this experiment.

Linear Electro-Oiptic Effect

We will begin our analysis with the constitutive equatione-9

D= E+P. 4.1.1

In Eq. 4.1.1, D is the electric displacement or electric flux density vector, E

is the electric field vector, P is the electric polarization vector and e. is the

permittivity of vacuum. In many isotropic materials the induced polarization

is directly proportional to the applied field strength, except for the case of

very high fields. We can write:'00

P = EjE, 4.1.2

where X is the dielectric susceptibility of the medium. Combining Eqs. 4.1.1

and 4.1.2 yields'w°' 06

D =eE, 4.1.3
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where e = o(1 + X) is the permittivity of the medium.

The analysis is similar in anisotropic materials. Eq. 4.1.2 can be

expressed in its tensor form as'6'00

Px = O(WI,,EX + X12Ey + XOEz), 4.1.4

Py = EO(XEx * X2E, + XOaEz) 4.1.5

and

P O= eo(1Ex + y.E, + X.E1 , 4.1.6

where X are the coefficients of a 34 array called the dielectric susceptibility

tensor of the medium for which i = 1, 2 or 3 and j= 1, 2 or 3. The suffixes

i and j designate which axes the coefficients correspond to since 1

represents x, 2 represents y and 3 represents z. Choosing x, y and z so

that the diagonal terms vanish gives the principal dielectric axes of the

P,= %XEx, 4.1.7

SPy= evEy 4.1.8

anid
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Pz •jEr 4.1.9

Combining Eq. 4.1.1 with Eqs. 4.1.7 - 4.1.9 yielis1 '1 ,'10

Dx = e11Ex, 4.1.10

+Dy = %Eiy 4.1.11

and

D•sz e•Ez 4.1.12

where

e• 1 = e(1 + Xi), 4.1.13

%2 e:(1 + :Z) 4.1.14

and

e ,=e•11 + • 4.1.15

are the diagonal coefficients of a 3x3 array e, which is referred to as the

permlttlty tensor of the medium.

If we introduce the phase velocity (1) = 11)"), where g is the

permeability of the medium, it becomes evident that for anisotropic crystals,

-4-.2 •,"k • - -
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v depends on the direction of the applied field. Thus we have""'9

=jx ;pjj1)", 4.1.16

,=1 4.1.17

and

z = •-,4.1.18

For an anisotropic crystal, at least one of the permittivity coefficients is not

equal to the other two (i.e., el, * e, or e.). Only the polarization parallel to

the applied electric field and, hence, the permittivity parallel to E, will

contribute to the phase velocity. For example, if an input beam is

propagating along the z axis and E is applied parallel to the y axis, e will

be the permittivity, a polarization (P) will be induced and the phase velocity

wil be v)y (see Eq. 4.1.17).

The index of refraction is defined as the reciprocal of the relative phase

velocity . 10 6

Sn = ck, 4.1.19

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Going to tensor form, we can write
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the prinpal refractive indices as"-

n. c=/, =O(A11)", 4.1.20

nfy ch, =- 4.1.21

and

nz =c,/ = (pei)'. 4.1.22

In Eqs. 4.121 - 4.1.22, 1 = p/p, Is the relative permeability of the mediun,

NP, is the permeability of vacuum and e, = cis. are the coefficients of a 343

aramy called the relative permittivity tensor of the medium. For

nonconductive media the relative permeability (14) can be assumed unity"

and the pincipal refractive indices then become'$

n. = (e/p)14 4.1.23

Sn = 4.124

and

"nz 4.1.25

Using the definition for the refractive index along with the analysis for
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anio•rop crystals given above, it becomes evident that one can induce a

change In the refractive Index with an applied electric field. This change will,

in turn, induce bireftingence, a phenomenon known as the Pockels or linear

electro-optic effect.

i' ~Index Ellipsid

Because AlkGa,.,As has been shown to exhibit Pockels effect,101 we

can use the anisotropic analysis to determine the induced birefrigence. We

will start with the general index ellipsoid for a crystal in its simplest form.

This will allow us to determine the direction of polarzaon as well as the

Scorrespondng refractive indices of the crystal. The index ellipsoid is given

in the principal coordinate system asPI 10.1'0

2.+ + =1.4.2.1

In Eq. 42.1, x, y and z are the principal axes (the direction in the crystal

along which the electric field vector (M) and the electric displacement vector

(lD) are parallel) and 1/nx2, 1/rn2 and 1/n: are the principal refractive indices

along their respective axes. The lengths of the major axes of the index

ellipsoid, represented by Eq. 42.1, are 2nx, 2nyand 2nz, parallel to directions

x, y and z, respectively. '" The index ellipsoid is used to find the two
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refactive indices and two correskonding directions of D associated with the

two e plane waves pa along an arbitrary direction s in

the crystal. These indices are determined usin Eq. 4.2.1. Visually depicted

in Fig. 4.2.1, the major and minor axes of the ellipsoid are in the directions

D, and D2, respectively, with the longth of D, equal to 2n, and the length of

D6 equal to 2n2.

Next we will inroduce the optical dielectric kipermeability tensor of a

crystal. The coefficients (i. of this tensor depend on the distribution of

bond charges in the material.L•"00  are found by taking the reciprocal of

the relative permttivity or dielectric constant.10 i1, has been defined in terms

of the reftrive index of the crystal aswo

I# 1/n 42.2

(see Eqs. 4.123 - 4.1.25). Application of an electric field E to the crystal

results in a redistribution of the bond charges of the crystal and a possible

defomiaton of the ion lattice. This causes a change in the optical

npe1mmieally tensor and, hence, a change the refractive index of the

crystal. This allows us to write the index ellipsoid in the presence of an

S~electric field:•
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Figure 4.2.1'6
Inner Ellipse is the hintereo of the Index Ellipsoid

with the Plane Perpendicular to s

1' 4
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(1/x +(+ (1 /n)9 (1/n,')z' + A1. +V. + AV + A4Yz

+ +$y+ A7zy + Axz + Ayx 1. 4.2.3

For E 0, , through A, 0 0, and Eq. 4.2.3 reduces to Eq. 4.2.1.

t =oducxg the n-o-1

yamyyn (22)- 2

z zz= (33) -3

yz (23)- 4

x ,(31) -5 4.2.4

xy= (12)-- 6

zy=(3)-7

xz= (13)- 8

yxa (21) -9,

Wong wth
(,IM/,= 1/n. A

(1/nlM = 1/ny = A2

(1/nr),= 1/nh. = A

M(l/n') 4 1/nfn, =A4

(1 M,/n) 1/nkn. As 42.5
:, "•
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(1/nh), = 1/nanp, A'

(1/n2)7 = 1/nnn, = A7

(1/r) = lInpn, =As

(l/r)0 = 1lnhx = A,

Eq. 42..3 becomes

[1/n: + (1/hn%)W + [1/n + (1/n2),]9 + [1/nh + (1/n2]i

+ 1(l/r•) yz + [(1/nM)+]zx 10 JXY +[(1/nP)]zy

+ [(K/).]xz + [(1/nM).Jyx 4.2.6

It has been shown that q is symmetric, provided that the medium is

losusess and optically active." This allows the permutation of i and j, and

the notation presented in Eq. 4.2.5 and Eq. 4.2.6 reduces to

+xF a K (11)

S= yy= (22) 2-.

,= zr= (33)- 3
4.2.7

=yz a zy =(23) =(32)- 4

.. = xz= (31) = (13) -. 5

xy= yx =12) =(21) -6,

V.'+'
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(IM), = 1/nh

(1//n) 3 = 1/n2
"4.2.8

( 11/n2)4 = linlnz 1/nfy

(1/nr), = 1/n.An = fllnz

:•- ~( 11Me = ln Inpy = Illnpnr

Substituting Eq. 42.7 and Eq. 4.2.8 into Eq. 4.2.6 yields•'•

[ln + (11n0V), + [1/n + (1/nr2) 2]y + [1/nZ2 + (1/n2)zJi

+ 2[(1M2)Jyz + 2[(1/r2sIxz + 2[(n2)lJxy = 1. 4.2.9

!Ek~mroO=i Coef ce

The electro-optic (EO) coefficients are traditionally defined as's10

; 'q4I(E) U1#0 - *q, rjt'k +swEý'Et, 4.3.1

In Eq. 4.3.1, E is the applied electric field, rp are the coefficients of a 3x9

Warry called the linear electro-optic (Pockels) tensor of the medium and s,

are the coefficients of a 6x6 array called the quadratic electro-optic (Kerr)

"I .:
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tensor of the medium for which k = 1, 2, or 3 and 1= 1, 2, or 3. In the

equation above, we have omitted terms higher than the quadratic. These

higher order effects are so weak compared with the linear and quadratic

effects, that they can be neglected for most applications.1'61* For

csntrosymmetric crystals (crystals possessing inversion symmetry for all

physical properties 1 °), the linear EO effect vanishes (i.e., r,, = 0). This is

caused by the spatial inversion symmetry of such crystals. Therefore, the

quadratic EO effect will dominate.16 For noncentrosymmetric crystals

(crystals that do not possess inversion symmetry for all physical

properties"), both the linear and quadratic effects will be present."6 From

the section above, the EO effects will depend on the ratio of the applied

electric field (E) to the intra-atomic electric field (EJ binding the charged

particles. This ratio can be estimated by finding the magnitude of E, at a

position (7) arising from a point charge (q) located at a distance (u) from T.

E, at T is given by"A

E= (1/4.E,)qfu. 4.3.2

The minimum field inside the atom E, can be determined by substituting the

lattice corntant a, of the crystal for u and the elementary electron charge for

q. In this experiment, AI.Gao.mAs was used for the core. The lattice
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constart for AkGa,.As is given by Eq. 2.3.30. For x = 0.300, e•=

8.85418782 x 10" F/m and a= 1.6021892 x 1019 C,'1 the minimum electric

field inside the atom is found to be E, = 4.5 x I10 V/cm. This is expected

to be far greater than the applied field. As a result, the quadratic EO effect

should be small enough, when compared to the linear EO effect, to allow us

to neglect the s, terms. Eq. 4.3.1 becomes

II lE) - 0) Alq# = r#Ek. 4.3.3

The permutation property along with Eqs. 4.2.2, 4.2.7, 42.8 and 4.3.3

S~yiedsg?,los

3
V. $1 A(I/r), ;fEA,,4.3.4

Were•1 for exmple, &(1/n%)4 = r44EA + r4242 + r4E 3 . Substitution of Eq. 4.3.4

kito Eq. 42..9 gives the general index ellipsoid in the presence of an electric

field in terms of rý •6

[1/nh + r1kEJV + [1/n,2 + rEVJy + [1/nh, + rkEJY

+ 2[rkEJyz + 2[rrEJxz + 2[rkEJ = 1. 4.3.5
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In order to determine the EO tensor for crystals belonging to the cubic

4"m class we will start with the EO tensor for the triclinic 1 crystal group in

matrix form:102

r1 r,2 r43

r2, r22 r.

rG r. r. 4.3.6

44, 4, rr4, r. ra

r. r2 r.3

Neglecting the permutation property for the moment, Eq. 4.3.6 expands to

43r,2 r433
}i:. .r3,, r3,, r,.

r2 , r2,, rG3

p r., r32 2 r32 3 

4
? r~M r,, rl,

4,i4.3.7a

Gr, 412 rG3

r121 r22 r,2

r2,, r2,2 r2,,s
4i 42 1

*•
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Since zinoblende crystals have axes of foirfold symmetry along the cube

edges, we can let z be the axis of two fold rotation which can be

represented by the matrix16

S0 O0
a# = -1 0 4.3.8

L0 0 1

Eq. 4.3.8 dictates that the suffixes of the EO coefficients change as follows:

1 --- 1, 2 -+ -2 and 3 -+ 3.° Substituting this property into Eq. 4.3.7 yields

S-rMl -r,,2 rl U

-r22 1  -r222 r2
-r.1 -= •

"r.3 r2, r2 ,
4.3.9

= r31 r., -r.,

"r131 4132 133

G r3 2  -r33

-r21 -r122 r2,

"2-r11 -r,12 r2,3

where

r = rM -r '.IX.X-1) ="r11,

r rl=,23 r-MX-2X3) =r12,
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S= r., r-.2X.2X3) =r2,

"etc. Setting r = ±r• leads to the following condition: r# = -r, only if ri =

0.16 Equating Eqs. 4.3.7 and 4.3.9 with this condition yields

0 0 r1.3

0 0 r22

0 0

r= r 232 0
r 0 4.3.10

r431 r32 0

"31, r312 0

0 0 r,23

0 0 r21,

Since cubic 43m class crystals also have axes of fourfold symmetry, which

includes three mutually perpendicular twofold axes x, y and z, this allows us

to perform a triple product:

H i'k) = k = j.(kx,). 4.3.11

Performing this triple product with the coefficients in Eq. 4.3.10 yields
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0 0 0

o o 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 02 0'431

0 0 0

where

r# = rM, '0 j(k) = 1,

r•k = 4321- k-4*4 = -r32l =O

etc. Finally, we need to take into account the axes of threefold symmetry.

The simplest threefold symmetry operation is x y, y-• z and z-• x. This

is represented by the matrix16

a# 0 0 1 4.3.13

L1 0 0J
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Eq. 4.3.13 dictates that the suffixes of the EO coefficients change as follows:

1 -+ 2, 2 -+ 3 and 3--1. Using the threefold symmetry operation gives

r., = r,, - r(2X3X) = r2, 4.3.14

and

r,= r, 1 --*X) = r3,2. 4.3.15

This proves that

r1 : r. = r3,2. 4.2.16

Going back to contracted notation, the electro-optic tensor (rQ) for

crystals belonging to the cubic 43m group can be represented by the well

known matrix6

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 4.3.17
44, 0 0

0 r41  0

0 0 r4,
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Substituting the EO tensor for zincbrlnde crystals back into the index

so (Eq. 4.3.5) gives"

[1/n:Ji + [l/n]y9 + [1/n,1 z]

+ 2yzr4,E. + 2xzr41,E + 2xyr41Ez= 1. 4.2.18

Taking into account that cubic 43m crystals are optically isotropic allows us

to further simplify the index ellipsoid. This yieldsUe

(1/n 2)[i+.9+ + v2]+ 2yzr4 ,E. +2xzr 4lE, + 2xyr4 lEz= 1. 4.2.19

Induced Refractive Indices and Birefrinaence

We need to determine the direction and magnitude of the principal axes

of the new ellipsoid represented by Eq. 4.3.19 since they may not coincide

with x, y, z. For this experiment, we are fabricating an EO directional

coupler switch. This dictates that the electrodes be placed parallel to the

waveguides along the optic axis. Therefore, propagation of the input beam

will be along the <011> (i.e., z) direction through the directional coupler of

length L, and the electrodes will be placed on the top and bottom of the

coupler running along z and separated by a distance d. The electric field E

will be applied along the <100> (i.e., y) direction. With E applied normal to
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the direction of the input beam, we have what is defined as transverse

modulation. 6 A transverse modulator using a zincblende crystal in the

orientation used for this experiment is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.1. Since the

electric field is in the y direction, we have

Ex=E =O

and

EY= E. 4.4.1

This is similar to one of the three cases presented by Nambae with E along

the <001> direction and the input beam propagating along the <100>

direction. These were defined by Namba as the x and y directions,

respectively. Scribe and break experiments performed on GaAs wafers have

demonstrated, however, that the pmeferential cleave planes for GaAs are

(o0111, (011), (011), (011), (101), (101), (101), (101), (110), (110), (110) and

(110) as shown in Fig. 4.4.2.10 This suggests that even though Namba's

case can be solved theoretically, it cannot practically be demonstrated. This

is the argument used for the crystal orientation chosen for this experiment.

Substituting Eq. 4.4.1 into Eq. 4.3.19 yields the index ellipsoid

(110V)[ + +•J 2xz4IE= 1. 4.4.2
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E li <100>

SZ-

Input Beam

Figure 4.4.1
Transvwse Electro-Optic Modulator using a Cubic 43m Group Crystal

,%9
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(010) (001)

Figure 4.4.2
Representation of a GaAs Crystal
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In order to determine the direction and magnitude of the principal axes of the

new ellipsoi, we first need to convert Eq. 4.4.2 into Its diagonal form by

tsm the coordinate system (xy,z) into a new coordinate system

(x',y',z). This is done be rotating the axes perpendicular to the applied

electric field by 45.' For this experiment we will rotate the x and z axes,

which gives

x = x'coe(45°) - z'sin(450), 4.4.3

y= y 4.4.4

and

z: xisn(45°) + zcos(45°). 4.4.5

Substituting Eqs. 4.4.3, 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 into Eq. 4.4.2 yields

[(1K'/) + r4,E!x + [1/n1 + [(l/n1)- r4,EJzW = 1. 4.4.6

Using Eq. 4.3.4, we have

[(1//) + A(1/nr)]xW + [1/n2ly4 + [(l/r2) - A,(l/n 2)]Y2 = 1. 4.4.7
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From Eq. 4.4.7 we can write

1/(n.,)2 = 1/r? + A(1/n 2), 4.4.8

1I(n.) 2 = 10n 4.4.9

and

=/n, 1/n? - A(1/n 2). 4.4.10

Using Eq. 4.0.1 for Podckls effect along with Eqs. 4.2.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4

yild the induced change in the refractive index

An =mr 4,E= m'hA(l/n 2), 4.4.11

where m' is aproportionality factor wewiilluse to equateAnanA1n) If

we assume r4,Ec 1/0, (i.e., A(1/n2) sufficiently small), this allows us to use

the relationl 6

A(1/n0 a(110a2  _ (2/n 3W. 4.4.12

Multiplin both skides by -(n3/2) yields
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an- -o(n312)(1/n). 4.4.13

Eqating Eqs. 4.2.11 and 4.2.13 leads to1'

An = m' - -(n3/2)l(1/n2). 4.4.14

Using Eq. 4.3.4 once again, we can write

&n- -(n312)r41E. 4.4.15

This leads to the new indices"

nx, n + An= n -(n3 12)r4 E, 4.4.16

.n= n 4.4.17

and

n n -An n + (n3 2)r4 ,E. 4.4.18

The induced birefringence for the new axes with the input beam propagating

perpendicular to the applied electric field (i.e., for transverse modulation) can

now be given by*"6
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n, - n, = (n /2)r4,E. 4.4.19

Eq. 4.4.19 is the definition for the induced birefringence that we will use to

describe the phase retardation experienced by the input beam as it

propaatesthrough the crystal.

Electro-Octic Modulation

For our experiment we will consider an optical field that is incident and

normal to the x/Y plane propagating along the z axis with E parallel to the

y axis. At the input plane z =0 the optical field can be resolved into two

mutually odhogonal components polarized along x" and y'. The x"

cmponet pro sas1106

E= Aexp[iot - (mdc)nxz)], 4.5.1

where w is the angular frequency, t is tine and A is a constant. The y"

component propagates as""'

.= Aexp[i(ot - (cc)nyz)]. 4.5.2

The difference in phase between these two components at the output plane
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z - L is caRed the phase retardation.' 106 It is given by the difference of the

exponential terms in Eqs. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. Performing the subtraction yields

=.,y (odc)[n,. - n,]L, 4.5.3

where [n., - n.] is the induced birefringence found in the previous section.

Substituting for the induced birefringence using Eq. 4.4.19 gives 1 01 6

ry-= (cdc)[(nR/2)r4,E]L 4.5.4

Using the relation w/c = 2/XA with X defined as the wavelength, the phase

reardation becomesý"O

T= (fcn 3r4, VL)(d, 4.5.5

where Vis the voltage applied between electrodes separated by a distance

d. For this experiment, we want a phase retardation of 1800 or 1",y. = n.

The voltage necessary to realize a x phase change is defined as half wave

votage.I102-1( Setting the left side of Eq. 4.5.5 equal to x gives us

V= (;Lo)/(n3r4,L). 4.5.6

'a-
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V, is the voltage necessary to realize half wave polarization in zincblende

"crystals. Eq. 4.5.6 is also the same relation that was given for complete

switching using a zero-gap directional coupler (see Eq. 1.5.7). For

conventional directional coupler switches the voltage required for switching

the input beam completely from one channel to the other, requires a phase

change of 4x. Substituting r., = -f& into Eq. 4.5.5 yields

VAK= (V&/0d)(nr 41L). 4.5.7

Eq. 4.5.7 is the same relation that was given for complete switching using

a conventional directional coupler (see Eq. 1.4.11). Since we are fabricating

zero-gap directional couplers, Eq. 4.5.6 is the relation we will use for the

switching voltage in this experiment.

Electro-optic modulators and directional couplers using GaAs have been

modelled, fabricated and/or analyzed extensively over the years by many

resarchers.l•'*Je'l•'0'12'•r'•°z'1-21 The EO coefficient for GaAs has

been measured or modelled by several researchers as well."16' 1-"

Conducting an exhaustive search of the open literature for AlxGal..As

waveguide modulators and directional couplers, however, has turned up only

a few papers.3 "'1"144 For the EO coefficient for AIGa,.As, only one paper

was found that gives a measured value of r4,. 14 This was for a specific A)
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concentration (x = 0.17) and at a specific wavelength (X = 1.1523 P±m). In

addition, no models for the determining the EO coefficient for AlkGa,.1As

were discovered. Therefore, r4, for the AI4Ga,.,As composition used in this

experiment will have to be estimated. This was also the case for those

previous works on A14Ga.,.As modulators.3,131 "'4 What is different from those

earlier papers, however, is the fact that we have a measured value of r4 , for

Alo.17Gao.a3As. 1'4 This will allow us to model r4l for other concentrations of

AI4Gal.xAs and should provide a closer estimate.

I



CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

In the preceding chapters, the theory behind optical Fredldn gates and

zero-gap directional couplers was presented. In this chapter, the actual

experimental procedures used to fabricate and evaluate these devices will

be detailed. A4,Ga,.1 As material growth and characterization as well as

waveguide and device fabrication and performance will be addressed.

Optical digital logic will also be demonstrated. In addition, a method to

determine the linear electro-optic coefficient for Ai4Ga,.,As will be developed.

Material Growth

The AI4Ga1.xAs structure used to fabricate Fredkin gates for this

experiment was grown using both molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-

organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).

MBE is an epitaxial growth technique that utilizes the reaction of one or

more thermal beams of atoms or molecules that have a crystalline surface

161
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under ultra-high vacuum (i.e., < 10710 Torr). Molecular beams are generated

from thermal effusion cells known as Knudsen sources.'40 The molecules

interact on a heated crystalline substrate producing a single-crystal layer.

Each of the constituent elements and dopants required for making up the

composition of the grown film is emitted from its own Knudsen source. Fig.

5.1.1 is a schematic diagram of the MBE process for AI4Ga,.,As growth.

Each source is independently temperature controlled and arranged around

the substrate in such a way as to ensure that the uniformity of both film

composition and thickness is optimized.49 The addition of mechanical

shutters for each source as well as rotating the substrate, further optimizes

the growth.F'4 Growth using MBE enhances the electrical and optical

properties of the grown films.1 The growth rate for MBE is typically 1

prm/hour.m'4 Growth temperatures using MBE range from 550 - 6500C for

A4Ga1.xAs deposition.b714

MOCVD growth of III-V materials utilizes a liquid source of the group III

components (Al and Ga) that are vaporized in a temperature controlled

stainless steel bubbler. 1' 19= The group III vapor is transported to a process

tube by a hydrogen (H) carrier gas and pyrolyzed with the group V

component (As)." This forms an epitaxial layer on the substrate. Fig. 5.1.2

is a schematic diagram of an MOCVD reactor for Al4Ga,.xAs growth. Growth

rates using MOCVD are controlled by adjusting the H2 flow through the
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Heating Block

Knudsen Shutter

SoVacuum

WaH iqui NitogenVacuum

Figure 5.1.1'4
MBE Growth Process for AI4Ga,..As
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Figure 5.1214
MOGVD Growth Process for AI4GalAs
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bubbler and typically range from I - 10 wn/hour.49't Film layers as thin as

25 A can be deposited.1m'1 Growth temperatures using MOCVD range from

550 - 7500C for AlxGa,.As deposition. 14 '1 P-type dopants are introduced

"using zinc (Zn) and n-type dopants are introduced using tellurium (Te).1

The A4Gal.AAs waveguide structure showing the target Al concentrations

and layer thicknesses is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.3. The target thickness of the

AlooGaoSs core region grown was 1 pm in order to provide single mode

operation at 827 nm (see Chapter II). The target thickness for the top

A4oGao.aAs clad layer grown was 1 prm in order to provide low modal

attenuation.3 The target thickness of the bottom A4oGao.,As clad layer

grown ranged from 2 - 4 pim in order to provide isolation between the device

and the substrate. It has been shown that a thicker bottom clad lowers the

propagation loss.W The altemating AIo2Gao-&As and GaAs super lattice

buffer layers grown between the GaAs substrate and the bottom clad layer

have been shown to provide improved surface morphology of the

subsequently grown layemr.3 t

The MBE chambers used for the AI4Ga.,As growth were a Varian 360,

a Varan GEN 1.5 and a Varan GEN 2. Al three MBE's had 40 cc oven

sizes. They were capable of processing a single 2" wafer. An Al

concentration uniformity of 6.5% had been measured over a 1 radius for all

thre machlnes!7 Samples 582 and 563 were grow on Nippon Mining 2
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GaAs substrates using the GEN 1.5. Samples 571 and 572 were grown on

Outokumpu Semtronic 2" GaAs substrates using the GEN 1.5. Sample 179

was grown on a Spectrum Technology 2" GaAs substrate using the Varian

360. Samples 1108 and 1109 were grown on Sumitomo Electric 2" GaAs

subtrats using the GEN 2. The substrates for samples 562, 563, 571,572

and 179 were liquid encapsulated (LEC) type semi-insulating with no

dopants. The substrates for samples 1108 and 1111 were LEC type semi-

insulating doped with indium (In). The substrates for samples 562,563,571

and 572 had (100) orientation tilted 60 off toward the nearest <110>

direction. The substrates for samples 1108, 1111 and 179 had (100)

Sorentation tilted 20 off toward the nearest <110> direction. The etch pit

density of the substrates for samples 1108 and 1111 was S 1 x 10(

defects/cm2 . The etch pit density of the substrates for samples 562, 563,

571, 572 and 179 was 5 1 x 106 defects/cm2. The substrates were all

polished on both sides. The thickness of all substrates was 450 pm ± 10

pn. The target tkess for the bottom clad grown was 2 prn for samples

662, 563, 571,572, 1108 and 1111, and 3 pm for 179. Table 5.1.1 lits the

MBE growth parameters. During growth, the substrates were rotated at 15

rpm. The Arenic soure used was cradckd As at a pressure of 6.5 x I04

Torr. The AIxGa•As samples were grown on top of the (100) plane for all

• 'a-.
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Table 5.1.1
Growth Parameters for AI4Ga,.A Structure using

the Varian 360, GEN 1.5 and GEN 2 MBE

Substrate Growth Rate
Sample Temperature (monolayers/sec)
Number ("C) Ga, Ga _ Al

562 675 0.70 0.56 0.30

563 675 0.70 0.56 0.30

571 630 0.70 0.56 0.30

572 630 0.70 0.60 0.30

1108 617 0.70 0.55 0.30

1111 593 0.70 0.55 0.30

179 630 0.49 0.39 021

The MOCVD charm used for the growth was an Aixtron AIX 200. The

AIX 200 was capable of processing a single 3" wafer. An Al concentration

unifomity of 0.5% has been measured over a 3" diameter using the AIX

200.14 Samples 121 and 128 were grown on Mitsubishi Monsanto Kasei 3"

GaAs substraMs. Both substrates were LEC type semi-insulating with no

dopant. The substraes for samples 121 and 128 had (100) orientation.

The etch pit densit of both the substrates was •; 1 x lO( defectlcrn2 . The

subsrat we polished on the (100) plane (front side) only. The backaides

were lapped and briefly etched. The #hkness of both substrates was 600

W m± 20 prm. The A4Ga, js samples were grown on top of the (100) plane
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for both substrates. In addition to the structure shown in Fig. 5.1.3, a 0.1 pIm

layer of GaAs was grown between the core and each clad layer of samples

121 and 128 to provide better lattice matching between the various AIGa,.

As layers.'5 Table 5.1.2 lists the MOCVD growth parameters.

Table 5.1.2
Growth Parameters for Al4Ga,.As Structure using

the AIX 200 MOCVD

Substrate Flow Rate
Sample Temperature (sccm/sec)
Number (°C) A6 A6 Ga AsH3

121 760 17.80 13.90 8.00 95/75"

128 740 17.80 13.90 8.00 W80606

"(clad/core)

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were taken to determine the

aluminum concentration present in the core and clad layers of the samples.

For samples 562, 563, 571, 572, 1108, 1111 and 179, PL measurements

were taken at 30K. For samples 121 and 128, PL measurements were taken

at both 3000K and 3°K. Selected plots of these PL measurements can be

Wso in Appeniix A. At 3000K, the Al concentration (x) can be calculated

by equating the band-gap energy Eý1 at 3000K and the measured photon

energy EL where the peak intensity levels occur on the PL curve:
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E =E EM = 1.424 + 1.247x. 5.1.1

At 30K, x can be calculated by equating El at 30K and EPL: 1W

Ep. = E9.,q = 1.518 + 1.228x. 5.1.2

Table 5.1.3 lists the Al concentrations determined from the PL

measurements taken on the various samples using Eqs. 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.

From Table 5.1.3, one can see good agreement between the Al

concentration calculated from the PL measurements taken at the two

temperatures. The difference between the two measurements is within the

known accuracy of other electronic materials characterization techniques.161

The Al concentrations for samples 121 and 128 appear very close to the

target core and clad values. Hence, these samples were chosen as the

ones used to fabricate the actual waveguides and devices. The Al

concentattonsof samples 562, 563, 571,572, 1108, 1111 and 179 were far

from the target and not acceptable for device fabrication. These samples

were used to formulate the processing techniques. The multiple peaks

measured on samples 562, 563, 571, 572 and 179 (see Table 5.1.3 and

Appendix A) were most likely due to antimony (Sb) contamination.7

Contamination occurred because the MBE growth machines were used by
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Table 5.1.3
Al Concentration Determined from
Photoluminescence Measurements

PL
Sample Temperature
Number (OK) x x x x x

121 300 0.298 0.351

121 3 0.277 0.332

128 300 0.296 0.348

128 3 0.274 0.327

562 3 0.361 0.381 0.402 0.413 0.438

563 3 0.324 0.354 0.383 0.404

571 3 0.356 0.376 0.392 0.437

572 3 0.360 0.382 0.427

1108 3 0.225 0.337

1111 3 0.370

179 3 0.242 0.260 0.284 0.300

several researchers growing many different materials.

Using the values for x derived from the PL measurements, the refractive

Index of the core and cladding layers of samples 121 and 128 were

calculated with the models from Chapter II. Taking into account the ± 2%

accuracy of the known Al concentration along with the two different PL

mes ns produced, the possible waveguide structures are given
beow

4-zr'•+ "
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Waveauide Stcture 121-300°K-1

(x = 0.298= M 0.005, xw = 0.351 ± 0.005)

core, = Ao.mGao..As clad, = Ao.,1 Gao.A

n,., = 3.420 ± 0.003 nol =3.388 ± 0.003

Waveouide Structure 121 -300K-2

(X, = 0.313 ± 0.005, Xd = 0.366 ± 0.005)

core2 = Al,"GaoeAs dcla = .AlGaoM4As

n. = 3.404:±10.003 nri.= 3.374 ± 0.003

Waveoulde Structure 121.-300"K-3

S(X a 0.283 ± 0.005, Xd = 0.336 8 0.005)

core3 = AOGa,,717M dad = AlGaoMAs

ni,= 3.439 ± 0.004 , = 3.403 ±0.003

Waveouide Structure 121-. 0 K-1

(X = 0.277±1 0.005, xd• = 0.332 ± 0.005)

core, = Alo.Gao.-zAs dad, = Ao.Gao.As

n,., 1 = 3A433 ±0.003 ndd, 3.399 ±0.003

4,-
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Waveculde Strutur 121-3 0K-2

S(X., = 0.292 0.005, X = 0.347:± 0.005)

core2 = AlmGaoAs cad2 = A•. 7Gao.,

n. = 3.414 ± 0.003 n...3.385 ±0.003

Waveuide Structure 121-3°K-,3

(x, =0262± 0.005, x.. = 0.317 ± 0.005)

core8 = AIoGaO.7As clad2 = Ai.o.,GaO..As

n= 3.454 ± 0.004 n = 3.416 ± 0.003

Waveauide Structure 128-3•0K-1

(x, =0.296 0.005, xc, = 0.348 ± 0.005)

core, = Ao.Ga.mAs dad, = AiGao.As

nor,= 3.421 ±:0.003 nr = 3.390 ± 0.003

Waveauide Structure 128-300°K-2

= 0.311 ± 0.005, xda = 0.363 ±0.005)

core2 = Al,,Gaofs clad4 = Alo•Gao.7As

n,,2= 3.405 ±0.003 n,2 =3.376 0.003
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Waveoulde Structure 128-300°K-.3

(x=3 = 0.281 ± 0.005, x,, = 0.333 ± 0.005)

core8 = A62 ,Ga, 71,As clad3 = ALoGao.,As

n.. = 3.441 ± 0.004 n,= 3.405 ± 0.003

Waveoulde Structure 128-30K-1

(x.l = 0.274 ± 0.005, X&, = 0.327 ± 0.005)

core, = AJ•,Ga,.-2As clad1 = A.Gao.mAs

n.. = 3.434 ± 0.003 nw, = 3.402 ± 0.003

WaveOuide Structure 128-30K-2

(x.,, = 0.289 ± 0.005, Xd, = 0.342 ± 0.005)

core2 = AL.Gao7,,As clad2 = Ao.Gao.mef

n.,, = 3.416 ± 0.003 nd= 3.388 ± 0.003

Waveoulde Structure 128--3

S(X. = 0.259 ± 0.005, Xdg = 0.312 ± 0.005)

core3 = Ao.=GaO.741As clad3 = A4•=2Gao.s

n.,3= 3.456 ± 0.004 n,., = 3.419 ± 0.003
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The measured thickness of the core and cladding layers of samples 121

and 128 are given In Table 5.1.4. They were inferred during MOCVD growth

based on the growth rates."

Table 5.1.4
Core and Clad Thickness for AlxGal.,As

Samples 121 and 128

Top Bottom
Sample core Clad Clad
Number (UMn) (um) (Lam)

121 0.90 ± 0.04 0.95 ± 0.04 3.95:±:0.04
128 0.90 ± 0.04 0.95 ±0.04 3.95+0.041

Determination of r,•

The EO coefficient r4, is generally defined as the unclamped or constant

stress EO coefficient (rT
4,).

1n rT1 is a value that can and has been

measured. It Is referred to as the unclamped coefficient because it is often

measured at low frequencies in comparison to acoustic resonator

frequencies. rT1 is broken down into two parts: a constant strain or

clamped value (rs4,) and a piezoelectric induced value (rP41 ):1 22'124 '134'137

1r4 1 =4•+ rp1. 52.1
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rT4 ,, rO1 and r 1 are given In 10"12 miV. In particular, rT4, for GaAs has been

measured at several different wavelengths.1 6'2'151',aO'l17

The linear photoelastic constant (qu), given in 101" crrif/dyne, is a

measure of the Internal stress due to epitaxial growth. It has been recorded

for Gafs at several wavelengths.1'21't 46 This provides the data necessary

to model rT,, r84, and r4, for GaAs as a function of

wavelenigth. 0'MAIAMAWJN't• o.44 has also been measured for

Al&4,Gao,,Ma.'" This allows rP4 to be modelled for AkGa,.,As as a function

of both wa velg and Al concentration.64,1'' Since rT4, has been

measured for Al., 7G%.As,s46 this allows us to model r34, for AlýGa 1.As as

a function of both X, and x and, hence, determine rT4, for Al1Ga,.MAs as a

function of both X and x.

We will start with a model for rP4, for GaAs presented by Higginbotham,

Cardona aid Pol46 and Adachi. 4 C40.12%S3 The photoelastic effect can be

exprse as'm1 3

= AeX = E~p~S~.5.2.2

where X is the stress in 10" dyne/cam 2 , e, = si is the component of the

dielectric constant in the abeence of stress (see Chapter II), p., is the

component of the fourth-rank photoelastic tensor (constants) and S., is the
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component of the elastic compliance tensor in 10.12 Cmr/dyne. AE, is the

change in the real part of the dielectric constants parallel and perpendicular

to the stres given by13

A£E : I - I. 52.3

The linear photoelastic tensor in a cubic 43m class crystal can be written

as'so

P11  P12 P12  0 0 0

P2  P11  P12  0 0 0

P12  P12  p11  0 0 0 5.24

0 0 0 p44  0 0

0 0 0 0 p44  0

0 0 0 0 0 p44

Similarly, the elastic compliance tensor in a cubic 43m class crystal can

be wrlften as1
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8S11 812 S12 0 0 0

S 811 812 0 0 0

S12 S12 S11 0 0 0 52.5

o o 0 S44 0 0

o o 0 0 S44 0
0 0 0 0 0 844

From Eqs. 4.3.18, 52.4 and 5.2.5, one can see that p44 and S4 are the only

components that will contribute to the EO coefficients (r8 4, and rT4). We can

write 4

f'4= p4S,4e,, 5.2.6

where A4 = S44X14 is the strain component connected with the stress.13 p.

can also be defined using the inverse dielectric constant'37

S(1/e(w)) = -,e/(eje) = PWe 5.2.7

where e1 (mo) is the real part of the dielectric constant given by Eq. 2.2.3.

Sus i of Eqs. 5.2A - 5.2.7 into Eq. 5.2.2 leads to1 7
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0(040() -elDp04 04 . 52.8

The firt-order change In e,1() due to applied stress is given by37

A t e() E •[( -M1aM,. (a 2W)F 52.9

where Eý is the Interband transition or gap energy of the ith transition (i.e.,

E, F+ a0 , E1, etc.) and M, is a strength parameter used to fit the measured

data. Substituting Eq. 2.2.3 into Eq. 5.2.9, Adachi obtained the expression

for the photoelastic coefficient:

o,(() = Co{-•iJ + (4EJAJVLf(zJ - (EJ(Eo +Aj))

"*f(,)]} + Do, 5.2.10

where

SWc = "4[2 - (1 + )' -(1- X"11. 5.2.11

Et + A, f() and f(ytJ are determined using Eqs. 2.2.4 - 2.2.10. Co and

0D are strength parameters found by fitting Eq. 52.10 to the elasto-optic

M IeasureIet recorded by Higginbothram et al. for GaAs.'47 With the

msrmts taken by van der Ziel et al.'O' for AIo.Gao=As, we have been
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able to determine C, and D, as a function of AI concentration (x).' 1 Doing

that -

Co = -0.21 + 0.19x 5.2.12

and

Do = 2.03 - 1.95x, 5.2.13

where C. and D, aren 10n IP 2 /dyne. With S44 given by4

S44= (1.68 + 0.02x) x 10.12 cr 2/dyne 52.14

and•4 given by'*

1U= -(0.160 - 0.065x) C/rnO, 5.2.15

we can calculate rP4, as a function of both wavelength and Al concentration.

Figs. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 show plots of r?, versus x (at X = 827 nm) and X (for

x = 0.300), rsec9tvely.

Usin Eq. 4.3.5 and the definition for the refractive index, the linear EO

efect can be defined by
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0.15

0.001
0.000 x 1.000

4.:S

Figure 5.2.1
Piezoelectric Coefficient for AIGa,.lAs versus

Al Concentration at I = 827 nm
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0.20

[ p

0.00
0.5 X (OtM) 2.5

Figure 5.2.2
Piezoelectric Coefficient for Al4Ga.,.As

versus Wavelength for x = 0.300

4.
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A £ (1E)= r8,E,. 5.2.16

Substituting Eq. 5.2.7 into Eq. 5.2.16 yields13

rS4, A(lle)E = -Ae1(1/e•1j). 5.2.17

It should be noted that At, in Eq. 5.2.17, used to calculate rl4, is not the

same one used to calculate rp . A el, used to calculate rS1 , defined

hereafter as es, can be obtained by taking into account the changes in the

lowest direct gap energies:l=l•

A P-1 8= (&s,8EJ)EO + (kt/'AJ)Ao + (oejMEO)(F-)

+ W/aAoXAVl + 3,e /(aAf( AE ) +.-., 52.18

where EO is given by Eq. 2.2.9, Ao is given by Eq. 2.2.11 and AE, and AA.

are the electric field induced changes in E0 and A., respectively.

Considei only the linear EO effects allows us to neglect the higher order

terms. Eq. 5.2.18 can be reduced tol=31

= (&.E 0) Ea + (aeoaAj) A0. 5.2.19
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Adachi conveyed that the changes in the band pararmters can be written in

terms of the first-order Stark-ike effect as•23

E,• a, E 5.2.20

and

A= bE, 5.2.21

where a, and b, are strength parameters. Substituting Eqs. 5.220 and

52.21 into Eq. 52.19 yZietld 2sl

As~(o))) = (kA.EAE).E = (aA2)[AJEJEg(X) 5.2.22

and

A ,ell(m),. = (/Am)AA, = bEf (W), 5.2.23

where 8(Z) and .f(X) are defined by Eqs. 5.2.11 and 2.2.4, respectively.

Substituting Eqs. 5.2.22 and 52.23 into Eq. 5.2.17 givesais'w

r341(m) = -[/(e,())][(a2)[AJEg(X) + bif( ) + FJ, 5224

where Fo is a strength parameter that accounts for the nondispersive, higher

gap energles. Adachi pointed out3 that g(X) shows a very sharp dispersion
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near Eý compared with f(X). Therefore, A 8l8 (o) can be included in the

contribution of the higher gap energies. Doing this yields'37

I r~~S4() = -[l/(s, (O)))j]Eog(,) +Fo0],522

r41(0 5.2.25

with

Eo = (aA/2)[AO/EJ. 5.2.26

The parameters EU" and Fo* were adjusted to fit the experimental data. rT4,

for GaAs, measured by Faist and Reinhart,116 and rT4, for Alo.17GaowAs,

measured by Glick, Reinhart and Martin, 14 were the coefficients chosen to

fit Eq. 5.2.25. rT, measured by Faist et al. was used (instead of those

measured by Sugle and Tada'2 and Suzuki and Tadal' primarily because

the Sugle et al. and Suzuki et al. measurements were taken on heavily Cr-

doped GaAs crystals. The Faist et al. measurements were taken on

undoped GaAs grown on a Si-doped GaAs substrate. The Alo.17GaoAs

layer investigated by Glick et al. was also grown on a Si-doped GaAs

substrate. In addition, one of the researchers who measured rT, for GaAs

also measured rT, for Ao.17Gao.,As. We are looking for comparisons

between the EO coefficient for GaAs and AI4Ga,.xAs. It is believed that more

consistent results could be achieved using measurements taken on both

GaAs and AIGa,.xAs by the same researcher, using substrates doped with
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the same material. Substituting the measured data, rT1 = -1.68 x 10.12 m/V

at X = 1.15 pm for x = 0.00, rT41 = -1.72 x 10"12 fm/ at • = 1.09 pm for x

0.00 and r41 = -1.43 X 10"12 mNV at X = 1.1523 pm for x = 0.17, into Eqs.

5.2.1 and 5.2.25, the strength parameters were found to be

E; = -1.375[A]jE] 5.2.27

and

F0" = 18.15 - 38.5x, 5.2.28

with E; and F." in 10-12 mV.

The model presented above is valid only for those energies below the

direct band edge. Therefore, we will limit the Al concentration for this model

to include only those values that ensure that we are below the band edge.

Forthis experiment, where X= 827 nm, x must be greater than 0.10 in order

to use this model. FIg. 5.2.3 plots r 4, and r~1 versus x at X = 827 nm. Fig.

5.2.4 plots rs4, and rT, versus IL for x = 0.300. The PL measured x values

for the core layers of Samples 121 and 128 were substituted into the model

to determine the linear EO coefficient to be used for this experiment. The

r41 values at X = 827 nm using these four Al concentrations are given in

Table 5.2.1. Also included in the table is the estimated ±5% accuracy for

the measured EO coeffiients,"'" Table 5.2.1 provides the values of the
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-3.00

1.00.
0.000 x 1.000

Figure 5.2.3
Linear Electro-Optic Coefficients for A1kGa 1.,M

versus Al Concentration at = 827 nm
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-3.00

0.00

0.5 ). (jn) 2.5

Figure 5.2.4
U-ner Electro-Optic Coefficients for AGa,.,As

versus Wavelength for x = 0.300
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Table 5.2.1
Linear Electro-Optic Coefficients for AI4Ga,.,As

Samples 121 and 128 at X = 827 nm

PL
Sample Temperature r4
"Number (OK) x (x 10.12 m/V)

121 300 298 -1.49 ±10.08

121 3 277 -1.56 ± 0.08

128 300 296 -1.50:±10.08

128 3 274 -1.57±0.08

linear EO coefficient that can be used in Eqs. 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 to calculate

the phase change.

ALQa1.. s Device Fabrication and Characterization

This section details the techniques used to fabricate the AlGsa.As

waveguides and directional couplers for this experiment as well as the

testing methods used to characterize the devices.

Straight and Crossthrough Waveguides

Integrated AI-.aAs optical waveguides and crossthroughs were

fabricated In sample 121 using processes compatible to those for

electronics. The mask used to pattern the waveguide devices was a clear

field type designed using an Omni-Dex Design Workshop 2000 graphics
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p.ogramming environment CAD system. A chrome-on-glass mask was

generated from this layout using a Jeol JBX-5DIl electron beam fine

lithography system. This type mask was used to pattern the waveguides

and devices in positive photoresist deposited on top of the wafer using a

Karl Suss MJB-3 mask aligner and 505 optical energy controlk The

waveguides were then formed by etching the material not protected with

Sphotoresist using a Plasma-Therm Series 700 reactive ion etch (RIE)

machine. RIE is a dry etch technique that uses directional ion bombardmer,.

of the material to be etched."w The reactive species generated from a

plasma are used to etch the material.1 50 RIE is anisotropic (i.e., the vertical

etch rate is much faster than the lateral rate).150 This leads to very straight

vertical alewalis. The step-by-step procedures for the waveguide

fabriction are outlined In Appendix B.

The trget width of the straight and crossthrough waveguides was 3 lrm,

and the trget etch depth was 2 pm (see Fig. 5.1.3). The actual parameters

realized after fabrication were measured using a Cambride Stereoscan 250

Mk2 scanning electron microscope (SEM), a Jeol JSM-IC845A SEM and a

Tencor A1p0a-Step 250 surface profiler. The actual width of the waveguides

measured 2.7 pm - 2.8 pim (see Fig 5.3.1). The actual etch depth measured

1.9 pm - 2.1 ym. Fig. 5.3.2 illustrates the sidewall morphology that was

achieved using RIE. The waveguides were characterized using a Cohu
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B~l AeialVie ofFigure 5.3.1

SEMAwWVie ofan Al4Gia.A Straight Wavegukie
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Figure 5.32
Sidewall Mophology of an A4G•a.As Waveguide using RIE

IV
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6315 CCD video camera and a Data Translation DT3852 frame processor.

The 827 nm Sharp LT015MDO laser diode was collimated using a 14.5 mm

focal length (FL) lens and passed through a 3X anamorphic prism pair to

transform th elliptical beam to circular. It was focused into the waveguide

with an 8.0 mm FL lens. This produced a 1 pm spot size at the waveguide

input. The numerical aperture (NA) of the 8.0 mm FL lens was 0.50, giving

a possible coupling efficiency of 84%.106 The beam was viewed with the

CCD camera from above as it propagated through the waveguide. The

image was captured using a frame processor. Fig. 5.3.3 is a photograph of

the wavegulde characterization system. A captured image of the laser

propagating through a straight waveguide using this system can be seen in

Fig. 5.3A. Images of the propagating signal were captured at the input,

center and output of the waveguide. The average pixel intensities of these

images were then analyzed with Data Translation GLOBAL LAB image

processing software. Since the coordinates of each image were known, the

pi Intensiies could be translated into propagation koss.'0 This frame

processor system was capable of detecting 256 shades of gray. The field

of view of the COD camera was 700 pm. Therefore, losses as small as 0.2

dB/cm could be detected. Using this method, the typical propagation loss

of the straight waveguides measured between 0.5 dBlcm and 1.0 dB/cm.

The cml efficiency for end fire coupling of the laser into the waveguides
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Figure 5.3.3
Waveguide Cha rceizftlon System
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Figure 5.3.4
CCD Image of Laser Beam Propagating through

an Ai4Ga,.xAs Straight Waveguide
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was also measured. It was found that a 75% coupling efficiency could be

attained with careful alignment.

Waveguide crough were tested using the methods described

above. Fig. 5.3.5 is an aerial photomicrograph of a crossthrough taken

using a Carl Zeiss Axdoplan MCSO microscope. Fig. 5.3.6 is a captured CCD

image of a croesthrough with the laser beam propagating In one of the

waveguides. The second wavegulde was normal to the first. Comparing

light inesiies in both waveguides, no crossover from the first waveguide

to the second was observed. With the limitation of gray scale, an exact

measure of the crossover could not be performed using the DT3852 frame

processor. The minimum signal that could be detected was -24 dB. Since

no fitsiy in he tprpenicular wavegulde was detected, the maximum

croseover for these crossthrough structures was a -24 dB.

Passive Zero-Gap Directional Couplers

Passive (minus switching electrodes) AlxGa,.,M zero-gap directional

couple&M (ZGDC's) were fabricated in sample 121 using the same techniques

presented I the preceding section and Appendix B. The target width of the

input and output guides was 3 lM, while the target width of the interaction

section was 6 pmn. To experimentally determine the interaction length for

complete coupling of the ZGDC's, several structures were fabricated with
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Figure 5.3.5
Ph o ographic Aerial View of an

AI--Oa,.,, Crossthrough

•r ..
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Figure 5.3.6
OCO kmage of Laser Beam Propagatin through

an 4IGaSI.M.A Croesthrough Wavegulde
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various interaction channel lengths. The interaction channel lengths ranged

from 100 pm - 1000 pin in increments of 100 prm. Fig. 5.4.1 is a schematic

of the section of the mask for a passive ZGDC with a 200 pm interaction

"channel length. As can be seen by the dimensions, a wavefront tilt angle

of a = 0.910 was chosen (see Eq. 1.6.1). Fig. 5.4.2 is a photomicrograph

of fabricated passive ZGDC's with 200 gm interaction channel lengths taken

with the Zeiss Axioplan. The actual width of the input and output channels

of the devices measured 2.7 im - 2.8 jim (see Fig. 5.4.3). The actual width

of the Interaction channel measured 5.5 pim -5.6 pm (see Fig. 5.4.4). The

etch depth measured 1.9 tun - 2.1 jlm. The processing equipment used for

this experiment could not resolve separations less than 0.5 pm. The two

input channels joined together below 0.5 pm of separation. The same was

true for the two output channels. The channels did not converge to a point.

This added 60 pjm to the length of the interaction channel. To account for

this, the length of the interaction channels of the ZGDC's on the mask were

reduced by 60 pm. The actual lengths were verified by measuring the

separation between Input Channel 1 and Input Channel 2 where they joined

the interaction channel (see Fig. 5.4.5).

To characterize the structures, the laser diode was launched into one of

the input channels of the couplers and the intensity of the beam was

measured at both output channels. Figs. 5.4.6 and 5.4.7 are captured

images of the laser beam propagating through passive ZG DC's with 200 tun
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600 Um0

Figure 5.4.1
Schmatic of Mask Layout for a Passive ALGaj.As Zero-Gap

Directional Coupler with a 200 pmn Interaction Length

• g~i
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Figure 5.4.2
Photomicrograph Aerial View of Passive Ai=Ga..As Zero-Gap

Directional Couplers with 200 ILm Interaction Lengths
Mo
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Figure 5.4.3
SEM Aerial View of the Input Channel of a Passive

Al1Ga.As Zero-Gap Directional Coupler

i/-
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Figure 5.4.4
SEM Aerial View of the Interaction Channel Section of a Passive

ALAGaAs Zero-Gap Directional Coupler

"-s
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FI-ure 5A4.5
SEM Aerial View of the Intesectio of the Input Channels

and the Interaction Channel of a Passive AlkGa14As
Zero-Gap Directional Coupler
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and 400 pm inteaction channel lengths, respectively. For the ZGDC with

a 200 prn interaction channel length, the beam enters Input Channel 2 and

exits Output Channel 1. For the ZGDC with a 400 pm interaction channel

lengt, the beam enters Input Channel 1 and exits Output Channel 1.

Output intensity measurements were taken of all the various interaction

channel length passive ZGDC's. These measurements were then

normazed and fit to the sin2(OL) curve corresponding to Eq. 1.5.5 by

varying L. By doing this, it was observed that an optimum fit occurred at an

interaction length of L = 196 pm + 3 pm (see Fig. 5.4.8). This

mq erhnentally inferred interaction length for complete coupling will be

comoared to the mdel in the next chapter. In addition to determining the

Interamcion longth, the tota device loes was measured by compang the

knpt and output intensities of the various passive ZGDC's. Including the

:;.:wavepe propagaton loss, the total loss of these devices was found to

range between -3 dB and -7 dB.

Active Zero-Gap Directional Couplers

Active ZGICs (switching electrodes present) were fabricated in sample

121 using the process presented In Appendix B. The target width of the

iput and output channels was 3 pm, and the target width of the center

rtion channel was 6 pm. An initial calculation using the data from the

4,I



Figure 5.4.6
CC) IMage Of Lase Beam Propagafti through a Passive Al1Ga1.,As

Zero-Gap Dkostional Coupler with a 200 Pm Interaction Length
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Figure 5.4.7
CCD Image of Lar Beam Propagating through a Passive AkGa1 .As

Zero-Gap DWectional Coupler with a 400 mn Interaction Length
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1 "
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&

0 Inteaction Channril Length 6r) 1100

Figure 5.4.8
Normaized Intensity Plotted Against Sin2(O.L) with L 196 pm versus

Interaction Channel Length for Passive A0Ga1.As
Zero-Gap Directional Coupler
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previous sections suggested that a very high switching voltage would be

required f a 196 1un interaction length was used. To keep voltages low and

prevent device breakdown, the length of the interaction channel was

extended to 5000 pm. In addition, the placement of the voltage and ground

electrodes had to be different from that for the EO modulator presented in

Chapter IV, or for the active ZGDC's presented in Chapter I. This was due

to the fact that the electrodes could not be placed on the top and the bottom

of the core layer becamuse of the cladding layers. Also, if the electrodes were

placed on top of the top clad and the bottom of the wafer, the separation d

between the electrodes would be too large, requiring an excessive voltage

for modulatin even for a device 5000 pin in length (see Eq. 4.5.6). This

would result in device breakdown. The electrodes would need to be placed

on top of the top clad over the interaction channel similar to that shown in

Fig. 1.3.1. This scheme would have to be modified, however, since there

was an air interface on the outside walls of the ZGDC's fabricated for this

eqperiment. It was decided to place the voltage electrode over the

insraction charnel, as one would for an EO modulator, and the ground

electrode beside the interaction channel on top of a mesa. Fig. 5.5.1 is a

schematic of the mask layout for an active ZGDC with an interaction length

of 6000 pun showing the electrode placement. The target dimensions for the

volage electrode were 2 pin wide x 4996 Itm long centered above the 6 in

,• -~
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x 5000 pm Interaction channel. This was done to give a 2 pin space from

"the edge of the metal to the edge of the waveguide, and to ensure that the

metal would not touch the sides of the waveguides. A contact pad for the

voltage electrode was fabricated with target dimensions of 24 pm x 24 pin

centered above a 25 pim x 25 pin mesa. In the last section, it was shown

that ther is little if any crossover between waveguides normal to each other,

so it was decided to attach the voltage electrode to the pad via an electrode

strip centered above a mesa intersecting the interaction channel normal to

fthe channl (see Fig. 5.5.1). The target width of the intersecting electrode

was the same as that for the voltage electrode, and the target width of the

infersecitg mesa was the same as that for the ZGDC interaction channel.

The target dkiensions for the ground electrode were 24 pin wide x 4999 ttm

long centered above a 25 pam x 5000 pin mesa. The contact pad for the

voltage electrode and the ground electrode were both designed to be 1 pm

narrower than the mesas that they were above. Metal on the sides of the

voltage pad and ground electrode mesas was not as critical. This would

give a ltr electrode separation of 9 pin and prevent any possible shorts

from metal whiels that might be left after fabrication. The contact pad for

the voltag electrode and the ground electrode were made large to ease the

task of placement of the Alessi micropositioner probe tips. The mask

genera•ed for the electrodes was a dark field type. The mask generated for

ft ZGDC was a cear field type. The metal used for the electrodes
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consisted of a triyer of 300 A of Titanium (Ti)/400 A platinum (Pt)/3500 A

of gold (Au) deposited In that order using a Ternescal FC-1800 electron

beam evaporator. Figure 5.5.2 Is an aerial view of the center section of the

fabricated device showing the voltage and ground electrodes, including the

pad for the voltage electrode and the intersecting electrode.

"The actual width of the input and output channels measured 2.2 pm -

2.3 pn (see Fig. 5.5.3). The actual width of the interaction channel

measured 4.6 pm - 4.7 Im (see Fig 5.5.4). The actual width of the voltage

electrde above the interaction channel measured 1.5 pim centered above

the interaction channel (see Fig. 5.5.4). The etch depth measured 1.9 Pm -

2.1 pm.

These devices were tested by launching the LTO1 5MDO laser diode into

one of the input channels, applying a DC voltage, and observing the two

outpt channel. fg. 5.5.5 is an image showing the output of the device

with the laser launched into Input Channel 2 with no voltage applied. As in

the last section, the intensities at Outputs I and 2 were normalized and fit

to the sln2(0*L). In doing this, It was found that an optimum fit occurred at

L = 123 m * 0.1 p. The fit was much more sensitive to small changes

in L with an Interaction channel length of 5000 pm than it was when the

length of the interaction channel was closer to L.

A small voltage was then applied to the voltage electrode and increased

gradually to 19 VDC, making observations of any changes at the outputs.
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Figure 5.5.2
Photomicrographic Aerial View of the Center Region of an Active

AI4GaeAs Zero-Gap Directional Coupler
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Figure 5.5.3
SEM Aerial View of the Input Channel Section of an Active

A4GaMs Zero-Gap Directional Coupler

4
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Figure 5.5.4
SEM Aerial View of the Interaction Channel Section of an

Active AGa.As Zem-Gap Directional Coupler

9•,.
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)I

Figure 5.5.5
*: CCD Image of Laser Beam at the Output of an Active AlkGa 1,,As Zero-Gap

Drectional Coupler with Input at Channel 2 (no Voltage Applied)

4j
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The intensity at Output Channel I did not appear to change until the voltage

level reached 3 VDC. Above 3 VDC, the intensity at Output Channel 1

began to drop off, reaching a minimum at V = 10 VDC. The intensity at

Output Channel I stayed at a minimum up to V = 16 VDC and then

increased slightly up to V = 19 VDC. The intensity at Output Channel 2 did

not appear to change until the voltage level reached 10 VDC. Above 10

VDC, the intensity at Output Channel 2 began to increase, reaching a

maximum at V = 18 VDC. Fig. 5.5.6 is a CCD Image showing the output

with 18 VDC applied. Since the waveguide characterzation system could

not compenate for the polarization rotation induced by the applied voltage,

the switching- voltage could not be measured directly. Therefore, the

intensites observed at Output Channels 1 and 2 were fit to the

coreponding sin9 and cosF curves (see Eqs. 1.5.5 and 1.5.4), taking into

account the polaization rotation induced by the applied voltage. The

switching voltage was determined for the TE~, mode. This is illustrated in

Rgs. 5.5.7 and 5.5.8. A switching voltage of 10.5 VDC ± 0.3 VDC was

inferred using this method. The loss of the active ZGDC's measured -3 dB

to -7 dB, which is comparable to that for the passive devices. In Chapter VI,

the measured switching voltage will be compared to the predicted voltage

derived by using the models.

4,%
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Fgure 5.5.6
4, OCO Image of Laser Beam at the Output of an Active Al4Ga•.VAs Zero-Gap

DieciDonal Coupler with Input at Channel 2 (18 VDC Applied)
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Sin2 for TE,\
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0 Applied Voltage (VDC) 20

Figure 5.5.7
SOin(OoL) of TE(o Mode Plotted Against Sin2 (0oL) and

Polarization Rotation versus Applied Voltage
for Output Channel 1
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•.• Ootlcal Diaital Logic

•,• •An AND gate was realized using an active zero-gap directional couple

by letn Input Channel 2 represen AND input "a" and the control electrde

i represnt AND input b" (see Fig. 1.2.1). Input Channel 1 was held low (no

Sinput beam). light into the waveguide chne was defined as a logic 1.

S~complete switching of the active ZGDO represented a logic 1. Absence of

: voltage represented a logic 0. Fig. 5.6.1 shows the CCD images captured

at utptChnelI and 2 wlth various combinations of input. If we define

!•: Output Channel 2 as the output of the logic function and let the presence of

Sliglht represent a logic 1 and the absence of light represent a logic 0 then, as

S~can be seen in Fig. 5.6.1, a digital AND function Is realized. In Chapter Vl,

moecmlcae g~fucin n rcniuabeitronet sn

aciezr-a ircinlculr wl eadesd
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AND Input Gb AND Input lag AND Output
ApldVoltage Input Channel 2 Output Channel 2 I

0 VDC

0OVDC

12 12

IS VDC

18 VDC

12 12

Figure 5.6.1
AND Gate Realized with an Active A4Ga,-Aa

Zer-Gap Directional Coupler



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS

In this chapter, the characteristics of the zero-gap directional couplers

measured In Chapter V are compared with those predicted using the models

presented in Chapters 11 - IV. The first section equates the interaction length

versus refractive index and waveguide width. The second section compares

the measured and modelled switching voltage. The last section deals with

digital logic and reconfigurable interconnects.

:' Interactio-n Length

It has been shown that if we ensure we are far from cutoff, then all of

the various models predicting interaction length presented in Chapter III

show good agreement.79-° To determine that we are far from cutoff, we will

subsite the various core and clad indices for sample 121, the measured

width for the input and output channels of both the passive and active zero-

gap directional coupler and X 827 nm into Eq. 3.0.1 to confirm that the

normalizedfrequency B > 1.6. In doing this, we find = 1.6 - 2.6. Hence,

the Marcatill model" will be used to predict the interaction length of the

223
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ZGDC's, and the beam propagation method (BPM)" will be used to model

their behavior.

Passive Zero-Gap Directional Coupler

As the separation between the two waveguides of a conventional

directional coupler approaches zero, the effective index of the region

between the two waveguides approaches the index of the core region. After

substituting the various measured parameters (i.e., refractive index,

waveguide width and core thickness) and driving the waveguide separation

to zero, the Marcatili model was fit to the measured interaction length.

Cho)osn a center index of n. = 1.0 and dring the gap to zero resulted in

a predicted interaction length much longer than the measured length.

Choosing n. close to the core index and drving the separation to zero,

resulted in a predicted interaction length significantly smaller than the

measured length. The best fit occurred when the refractive index of the

center region was set equal to the index of the top and bottom clad. Fig.

6.1.1 is a plot of the interaction length versus the waveguide separation for

Waveguide Structure 121-300¶K-1 with n. = = n4. For this plot the ±

values for the refractive index were not included. The core index used was

n= 3.420, the top, bottom, and center clad indices used were n2 = n4 = n

= 3.388 and the side clad index used was n3 = 1.0. The width used for the
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input and output channels was b = 2.7 j•m, the core thickness used was t =

0.9 pin and the wavelength used was I = 827 nm. Fig. 6.1.2 is a BPM plot

of the amplitudes of the propagating fields of the ZGDC structure using the

same parameters along with the Marcatili modelled interaction length and a

0.1 gm step size. This illustrates the predicted behavior of the device. As

can be seen, there is good agreement between the two models. The

interaction length was also modelled for a ZGDC using Waveguide Structure

121-300°K-1 with b = 2.8 gim and all other parameters remaining the same

as for the previous case. The interaction length modelled with these

parameters was 208 pim. Taking the mean of the two values gives an

int�eti length of 199 pim ±:10 jam, which is not far from the measured

value. Comparisons were made of all of the waveguide structures from

Chapter V for sample 121, including the 1 values of the refractive indices.

Table 6.1.1 lists the results of these comparisons. As can be seen, the

modelled value that best fits the measured interaction length is that using

nr,, for the N concentration determined with the 3000K PL measurements.

Most importantly, though, Table 6.1.1 shows that a change in the width of

the input and output channels by as little as 0.1 pm can lead to as much as

a 20 pim change in the interaction length. A change in the A] concentration

by as little as 0.5% can lead to as much as a 20 pm change in the

Interaction length. This could result in a total change in the interaction

length of ±40 ILm. The voltage independent phase change could then vary
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Table 6.1.1
Interaction Length versus the Various Waveguide

Structures and Channel Widths

Waveguide x t b L
Structure n, n2,n4,n, n3  (nm) (pm) (pm) (p1m)

121-300°K-1 n.., ndw, 1.00 827 0.9 2.7 189 ±13

121-300*K-1 nr%1  ndw, 1.00 827 0.9 2.8 208 ± 13

121-3K-1 n.,• nd 1.00 827 0.9 2.7 194 ±13

121-30K-1 n.. 1  n.. 1.00 827 0.9 2.8 214:±15

121-300°K-2 n6. ndw 1.00 827 0.9 2.7 183 13

121-300*K-2 n.2 n~d 1.00 827 0.9 2.8 202 ±18

121-3•K-2 n . nca 1.00 827 0.9 2.7 182 ±14

121-3°K-2 n6, nd.0 1.00 827 0.9 2.8 201 ± 20

121-300°K-3 n., nd,0 1.00 827 0.9 2.7 199:±115

121-3•OK-3 n., n,, 1.00 82: 0.9 2.8 219 ±17

121-3°K-3 n., n 1.00 827 0.9 2.7 202 ±15

121-30K-3 n. n, 1.00 827 0.9 2.8 225 ± 17

by as much as ± 20%. Even with these large changes in the interaction

length and phase, however, the output intensity will only change by : 10%

(see Eq. 1.5.5). This demonstrates a fabrication tolerant device.

Active Zero-Gap Directional Coupler

Before the switching voltage was analyzed, the measured interaction

length of the active AlxGa..=As ZGDC was compared to the modelled length.

2.,
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After substituting the measured parameters into the Marcatili model,

considering only the accuracy of the known waveguide width, an interaction

length of 117 m• :±7 gim was calculated. This compares favorably with the

measured interaction length within experimental error. When taking the

accuracy of the refractive index into account, the interaction length becomes

117 pim ± 14 Im. The output of these longer devices is much more

sensitive to the accuracy of the interaction length than it is for the passive

devices. If one could control the interaction length even to within 1 Pim,

which would hold the voltage independent phase change to within 1%, the

output intensity could vary by as much as 45% (see Eq. 1.5.5). This is

much less fabrication tolerant than the passive devices. Figs. 62..1 and

6.2.2 are BPM plots illustrating the predicted behavior of active ZGDC's

having interaction lengths of 123 Pm and 124 Aim, respectively, with 5000

pm interaction channels and no voltage applied. This was done in order to

demonstrate the sensitivity of the output intensity versus interaction length.

The step size used for these plots was 0.1 pm. For the active device

fabricated for this experiment, the measured output intensity with no voltage

applied was 30% less than the optimum with no voltage applied (see Fig.

5.5.7). To achieve maximum coupling for this device, the interaction channel

length would have to be 40 pm longer. With the degree of inaccuracies for

this experiment, however, it would be very difficult to predict the exact

interaction length and extremely difficult to ensure that it could be fabricated
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Figure 6.2.1

Amplitudes of the Propagating Fields in an Active AJomGao.1 As Zero-Gap
Directional Coupler with a 123 pm Interaction Len.th and 5000 pm

Interaction Channel (no Voltage Applied)
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Figure 6.2.2
Amnplitudes of the Propagating Fields in an Active Al.qGaO36As Zero-Gap

Directiona Coupler with a 124 ptm Interaction Length and 5000 gtm
Interaction Channel (no Voltage Applied)
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the same way each time.

Nitchirn, Voltaoe

The active A14Ga,.As ZGDC fabricated for this experiment required 30%

higher voltage than optimum to achieve switching (see Fig. 5.5.7). This was

due to the fact that the interaction channel length was not optimum. Based

on the known accuracies for the refractive index and waveguide width, one

could end up with a device, after fabrication, requiring as much as twice the

]! optimum switching voltage. Possible solutions to this problem will be

addressed in Chapter VII.

To evaluate the actual versus modelled voltage required for complete

swtchin of the active AlGa1.,As ZGDC, Eq. 4.5.6 was used. Since the

electrodes were placed on top of the device, the vertical distance between

the top of the top clad to the bottom of the core was substituted for the

electrode separation d. Using Table 5.1.4, and knowing that 0.1 pm. of

GaAs was grown between the core and clad layers, d= 1.95 lrn for sample

121. From electromagnetic theorys the electric field actually reaching the

bottom of the core layer would be 5% less than the electric field applied to

the electrode. This was determined from the lateral distance between the

center of the voltage electrode and the center of ground electrode. Table

6.2.1 presents the predicted switching voltage of the active AlxGa,.fAs ZGDC
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for the various waveguide structures for sample 121, as well as the linear

EO coefficients from Table 5.2.1. Comparing the modelled values for

switching voltage with the switching voltage measured in the last chapter,

one can see that the measured voltage is approximately VS greater than the

predicted voltage. This is due to the width of the voltage electrode and

position of the ground electrode. The voltage electrode was less than half

the width of the interaction channel. The ground electrode was on the

Channel 2 side of the device. Because the voltage electrode was not over

the majority of the interaction channel and the ground electrode was located

only on one side of the channel, it can be hypothesized that most of the

voltage was concentrated in the Channel 2 side of the interaction channel.

The electric field distribution between the voltage and ground electrode is

further explained by electromagneticn and transmission line theory'" and

has been analyzed for the region between the gate and drain electrodes in

GaAs metal semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFET's).'4 With an

unequal distribution of electric field in the two regions of the interaction

channel, the voltage induced change in the refractive index would, likewise,

* •be unequal across the width of the channel. The index change would be

greater on the Channel 2 side than on the Channel 1 side and the device

would behave more like a conventional directional coupler (see Eqs. 1.4.11

and 4.5.7). To test the plausibility of this theory, the BPM was programmed
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Table 62.1
Switching Voltage versus the Various Waveguide

Structures and Electro-Optic Coefficients

Waveguide d L I r41  IVI
Structure n, (pm) (tn) (nm) (pnW) VDC

121-3009K-1 1 1.95 5000 827 -1.41 5.72 0.02

121-3400-1 in. 1.95 5000 827 -1.49 5.41 ±0.02

121400¶-1 r6,,n 1.95 5000 827 -1.57 5.14 0.02

121-30K-1 n. 1.95 5000 827 -1.48 5.39±0.02

121-30K-1 n.., 1.95 5000 827 -1.56 5.11 ±10.01

121-30K-1 nme 1.95 5000 827 -1.64 4.86 ± 0.01

121-300K-2 r 1.95 5000 827 -1.41 5.80 ± 0.02

121 -300K-2 r 1.95 5000 827 -1.49 5.49 ± 0.02

121-300OK-2 r 1.95 5000 827 -1.57 5.21 ±:0.01

121-30-2 n 1.95 5000 827 -1.48 5.48:±0.02

121-3M-2 1.95 5000 827 -1.56 5.20:±0.02

121-3"K-2 n 1.95 5000 827 -1.64 4.94 ± 0.02

121-300K-3~ 1.95 5000 827 -1.41 5.62 ± 0.02

121-300KK-3 n 1.95 5000 827 -1.49 5.32 ± 0.02

121-300K-3 n 1.95 5000 827 -1.57 5.05 ± 0.02

121-3¶K-3 n 1.95 5000 827 -1.48 5.29 ± 0.02

121-30K-3 n 1.95 5000 827 -1.56 5.02:±10.02

121-3K-3 n 1.95 5000 827 -1.64 4.77 ± 0.02

for two conditions. The first condition was to let the voltage induced change

in the refractive index occur across the entire width of the interaction

channel. The second condition was to let the voltage induced change in the
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refractive index occur only across the width of the Channel 2 side of the

kinactlon channel (i.e., only in one half of the width of the channel). The

step size used to calculate the propagating field amplitudes for both plots
A

was 0.1 pm. The BPM model predicted that for complete switching, the

change in the refractive index for the case in which the index change

occurred only on one half of the interaction channel would have to be

approximately 4 higher than for the case in which the index change

occurred across the entire width. Since the applied voltage Is proportional

to the change in the refractive index, this predicts that the voltage would also

have to be 4 higher for the second case. Dividing the measured switching

voltage by 41, taldng into account the 5% difference between the applied

voltge and actual voltage reaching the core, one gets 5.76 VDC + 0.17

VDC. This is within 0.35 VDC of the predicted voltage for Sample 121-

300OK-1 and well within the experimental accuracies. Figs. 6.2.3 and 6.2.4

are BPM plots illustrating the predicted behavior of the active ZGDC with no

voltg applied and with voltage applied, respectively. An interaction

chamnl length of 5040 Pm was chosen for these plots because it allows

complete crossing from one channel to the other with no voltage applied.

Fig. 6.2.4 was generated for the case in which voltage is applied across the

entire width of the interaction channel. For both plots a 0.1 pm step size

was used. By increasing the width of the voltage electrode so that it covers

-•.A
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-eoFigure 6.2.3
... klvude of the PropagaftkFelds in an Active AowGa~wAs Zero-Gap

Direcdtona upler with a 123 prn Interaction.Lerpth and 5040 lun
,interction Channel (no Voltage Appled)
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Figure 6.2.4
AnV~udesof the Propagating Fields in an Active AI 0mqGa0 xAs Zero-Gap

Directional Coupler with a 123kjm Interaction Length and 5040 lrn
Interaction Channel (Switching Voltage Applied)
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a larger area of the interaction channel, the switching voltage should

approach the predicted value. This was verified experimentally, where an

active A4Ga 1.As ZGDC was fabricated with a voltage electrode width of 6

pm (see Fig. 6.2.5). Using the analysis technique described in Chapter V,
a switching voltage of 7.6 VDC ± 0.3 VDC was measured. This is the lowest

achieved switching voltage reported in the open literature for an active

AI4Ga 1.As ZGDC with a 5000 pm interaction channel length and is within

30% of the predicted voltage. With better alignment it is believed that the

predicted value could be reached. Reaching the predicted voltage would

also provide TTL voltage level operation without increasing the length of the

device. Based on the EO properties of AlkGa,.,As, however, 5000 mn would

be the minimum length the interaction channel could be to achieve TTL level

switching for Al4Ga 1.•As ZGDC's.

Digital Loaic and Reconfigurable Interconnects

Presented in Chapter V is the first demonstrated AND logic gate

reported in the open literature using an AlGal.,As zero-gap directional

coupler. it can easily be seen that by redefining the functions of input and

output channels and cascading devices together that these simple logic

gates could be expanded to more complicated digital circuits outlined in

Chapter I. Reconfigurable interconnects were also demonstrated in Chapter
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•i,• Figure 6.2.5
SEM Aerial View of the Interaction Channel Section of an

Active A4Gal.,As Zero-Gap Directional Coupler

S7
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V with the successful operation of the active AI4Ga,.,Ms ZGDC. The input

signal could be electro-optically directed to either output. With the proof-of-

conc�pt demonstrations of these EO circuits, practical issues then become

the most prominent for these devices.

From a practical viewpoint, one would have to consider the intensity

limbts constituting a logic I and a logic 0. Intensity ranges could be assigned

to output logic levels in much the same way that voltage ranges are

assigned to TTL voltage logic levels. Loss was high for the AIXGa,.KM

ZGDC's and would have to be addressed for more complicated logic circuits

and optical interconnects. One would have to try to reduce loss through

improved processing techniques or Hmit.the number of devices cascaded

together. Integration of the devices with sources and receivers would also

have to be considered. In addition, integration with electronics would need

to be Investigated since it is anticipated that the final circuit would be an

electronic/electro-optic hybrid making use of the advantages of both

technologies. The voltage induced polarization rotation would have to be

Saddressed. One would either have to employ a scheme to detect the

polarization rotation at the output or compensate for it by integrating active

polarizers at the outputs of each device to detect only one polarization. The

sensitivity of the output versus interaction length brought up in the last

section would have to be taken into account. One would either have to find
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ways to more accurately control the interaction legh so the coupling state

could occur at no voltage or one would have to apply a voltage constantly

to put the device in the coupling state. All these considerations, though

Sprmadily concerned with manufacturing, would need to be addressed before

practical circuits could be realized. Possible solutions to these issues will

be detailed in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the lowest switching voltage reported in the open literature

for an active AlGa1.xAs zero-gap directional coupler (ZGDC) with a 5000 ILm

interaction channel length was achieved. The first AND logic gate reported

in the open literature using an AkxGa,.,As ZGDC was also demonstrated.

The fact that the input signal into the Ai•Ga,.,As ZGDC was switched from

one channel to the other with applied voltage demonstrated a reconfigurable

optical interconnect. These can be easily expanded to more complicated

digital logic circuits and reconfigurable interconnects by cascading the

ZGDC's and reassigning the functions of the input/output channels. The

advantages of these devices, such as physical size, packing density and

reconfigurability, may help enhance electronics as electronic interconnects

reach their limits. Fig. 7.1.1 illustrates an envisioned circuit integrating both

electronics and electro-optic Fredkin gates.

The comparisons presented in the Chapter VI show excellent agreement

between the models for refractive index, interaction length, electro-optic

242
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coefficient and switching voltage, and the actual performance of the devices.

The data from Chapter V along with the analysis from Chapter VI provides

verification of the models. These models can provide good device design

as well as help predict device performance. By comparing Tables 6.1.1 and

6.2.1 with the device performance, it was determined that the best fit

occurred when both the Al concentration x, measured at 3000K, and the

average refractive index nan were used.

In order to approach TTL voltage levels, the interaction channel length

of the active A4Ga,.1 As ZGDC's needed to be 5000 pin long. This was

anywhere from 25 - 40 times longer than the optimum interaction length of

the passive devices, depending on the waveguide widths. There was some

-concern over this until further analysis was performed. Using the models,

it was found that even at these long interaction channel lengths, the active

AkXGal.A• ZGDC is 5 orders of magnitude shorter than conventional AlxGa,.

As directional couplers would be with an air interface. By substituting the

measured parameters for the active device along with a waveguide

separation of 0.5 pin, the minimum resolvable spacing that could be realized

with the processing equipment used for this experiment, (into the Marcatili

model) yielded a predicted interaction length of 143 m. Even if one were

to deposit the highest index matching fluid available (n = 2.31) between the

waveguides, the interaction length would be over 7 m or 3 orders of
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magnitude longer than the ZODC. Regrowth of AlkGa,.xAs between the

wreveguides was also considered. If this was done, the separation would

have to reach 1.1 pIm before the interaction length would be longer than

5000 lIm. This would decrease the phase shift sensitivity and still allow us

to operate at TIL voltage levels. Without extensive modifications to the

growth chamber, however, one would not be able to realize adequate

adhesion to the vertical sidewalls, resulting in a poor interface between the

core and side cladding. This would increase the propagation loss. In

addition, pattern alignment and electrode fabrication would be much more

difficult, as the number of processing steps would significantly increase.

More controllable processing then becomes an additional advantage of

Al4Ga 1xAs ZODO's over conventional Al4Ga,.,As directional couplers. Using

the above analysis, it becomes evident that an air interface is also very

desirable. Waveguides can be run very close together without the risk of

coupling. Packing densities for integrated circuits could be greatly increased

by using integrated optics. Before the A4Ga,.MAs ZGDC can find a place in

electronic circuits, questions about integration and manufacturing must be

addressed.
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iWSuoeslons for Improvement and Further Research

The major disadvantage of the 5000 prn interaction channel length of the

active A4GaAi.• .GDC is that the phase retardation and, hence, the output

te*sty are very sensitive to the accuracy of the optimum interaction length.

Any error in waveguide width and/or Al concentration is essentially being

increased by multiples of the difference between the optimum passive

intorction length and the actual active interaction channel length. For the

active device, one might have to supply up to twice the voltage necessary

for switching, depending on what the output phase is with no voltage. If one

could operate the device at the optimum interaction length the output

interity error would be minimized. As mentioned in Chapter VI, with regard

to the passive device, that even with an error in the interaction length of +

40 prm, th resulting varation in the output intensity would only be 10%. For

A4GajAs, however, the voltage necessary to switch at these short

distances would be well over 100 V, causing device breakdown. The only

solution to achieve short devices and TTL voltage level switching would be

to use a material with a higher EO coefficient. To realize, say, a 200 pm

device with 5 VDC switching, a material with an electro-optic figure of merit $
of nrr k 1.5 x 10"r mN would be required. This is 25 times higher than that

for A .as. Potential candidates that could be used to realize shorter

devices include lithium niobate (LiNbO3), aluminum gallium nitride (AIGaN)
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and nonlinear electro-optic polymers. UNbO3, however, is not compatible

SA with standard electronic fabrication processes. It is expensive to package,

difficult to interface with other materials and it has a much lower data rate
I-

potential than GaAs due to its large dielectric constant. AMGaN and

nonlinear electro-optic polymers look very promising but they have only just

recently begun to be investigated for electro-optic devices. There is still

much development and characterization that needs to be done before these

materials can start to compete with GaAs. These materials are currently

being invesigated through several joint Wright Laboratory (WL)/Advanced

Research Projects Agency (ARPA) contracts as well as through a joint effort

between the Solid State Electronics Directorate (WL/EL) and the Materiab

Directorate (WOLML).

For the present, however, one needs to explore ways to improve the

accuracies of material growth and fabrication processing for AI4Ga,.As in

order to fabricate practical TTL voltage level active ZGDC switches. For

active AIiGa4.,As ZGDC's, assuming a ±10% variation in the output intensity

or a ± 0.5% accuracy in the phase retardation, one would need to be able

to control the interaction length to within ±0.5 pim. In order to achieve this

kind of accuracy, the tolerance for the refractive index must be ± 0.00006

(which translates into a ± 0.01% accuracy for the Al concentration) and the

tolerance for the waveguide widths must antrolled to within ± 0.02 mn.
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Aspnes, Quinn and Gregory have recently investigated ways to improve

on the amcufacy of AkGax.As growth.1w They claim that by using in-situ

Smonitoring, the com positional precision of A l4 G a,. Ms can

be controlled to better than ± 0.1%. WLJEL is trying similar methods to

improve growth accuracies of their MBE machines. On a test run using a

modified GEN 2 MBE, an Al4Gaj.•As composition to within ± 0.02% was

achieved.87

For control of the waveguide width, there is a UV based lithographic tool

being developed on a WL/ARPA program that has the potential to provide

submicon patternI and nanometer alignment accuracies for electronic

multilch modules (MCM's) and flat panel displays. This would also serve

as an emellent tool for the fabrication of integrated electro-optic circuits.

Polarization rotation is another important issue that needs be addressed

before practical circuits can be realized. As mentioned in Chapter VI, using

an active polarizer at the output of the ZGDC might be a possible solution.

-A probbl scheme could be to use the EO properties of the Al4Ga.,As

material by placing electrodes over the output channels of the device. For

Sno-swý,hing (i.e., no voltage), the output would remain at the same

polarbation as the Input. For switching, the voltage would be applied over

the output channel as well as over the interaction channel of the ZGDC.

The signal would go through two polarization rotations and the polarization
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at the output of the device would be the same as that at the input. This
schem•ere suggests that the output channels would have to be the same length

as the interaction channel in order to ensure that the two sections introduced

the same amount of polarization rotation. The total length of the ZGDC

switch would then be over 1 mm. This is still orders of magnitude shorter

than the cone l directional coupler. In addition, the electrodes for the

output channels could be fabricated in the same steps as the voltage

electrode for the interaction channel and ground electrode. No additional

fabrication steps would be required.

Loss is another parameter that needs to be investigated. BPM models

were run using S-bends as inputs into the interaction channels of ZGDC's.

The BPM predicted a significantly lower loss for these devices. This is due

to the fact that S-bends maximize mode confinement, minimize radiative loss

and optimize wavefront tilt.O In-plane right angle corner bends have also

been inestigated for both A4Ga,.1As and polymer optical. devices.3 The

AI4Ga •A corner bends had air interfaces and used total internal reflection

for operatlons These AIGa1.xAs bends proved lossy. The polymer

cornerbende on the other hand were fabricated with metal deposited at the

comer. The polymer bends had negligible loss.43 Out-of-plane right angle

comer bends have also been fabricated in polymers.43 Out-of-plane comer

bends are beneficial for integrating the sources and receivers to the
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wPveguldes wllhin EO circuits and EO MCM's.

Elbctoopdc transceivers and modulators are other areas of

iniga-n at WL/EL. In order to utilize EO circuits to their full potential,

muti-GH z and/or muli-GHz modulators will be required.

Without a transceiver or modulator capable of high data rates, optical

interconnects may not progress much further than research devices. Many

of the optical waveguide materials have been characterized out to

frequencies ranging anywhere from 40 - 100 GHz. This promises good

potential for achieving high data rate EO modulators. The transceiver is the

remaining device that requires major development for EO circuits. Plans to

develop a 100 GHz frequency modulated transceiver are currently underway

atWL/EL

The optical interconnect is beginning to find acceptance within the

electronic community. Prototype 2 GHz data rate MCM's using optical

ktrconnects are currently being fabricated on WIJARPA programs and

plans to use optical interconnects for 600 MHz clock distribution in

supercqmomputer is planned for the near future. These programs will provide

the mechanism for insertion of active ZGDC's to provide electro-optic

raw!• r tnarlily when they are fully developed.

i!£



APPENDIX A

PHOTOLUMINESCENCE MEASUREMENTS

The following pages are the photoluminescence measurements taken

of AIGaljxs Samples 121 (at 30K and 300NK), 562 (at 30K), 1108 (at 30K)

and 179 (at 30K). These measurements represent the uniformity of the

aluminum concentration present in the AlxGa4.As samples grown by the

MOCVD and the three MBE machines used for this experiment as well as

the difference between PL measurements taken at the two temperatures.

To measure the PL at 30K, a 200 mW Spectra Physics 375B dye laser

source pumped with a 15 W Spectra Physics 171 argon ion laser was used

along with two 2 m Bausch and Lomb Spectrograph monochrometers placed

end to end. To measure the PL at 300K, a Spectra Physics 165 argon ion

laser source operating at 100 mW was used along with a 0.5 m Jarrell Ash

82-0000 spectrometer."m

2
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Figure A.2
Photoluminescence Measurement of Sample 121 taken at 3000K
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Figure A.3
Photoluminescence Measurement of Sample 121 taken at 300OK
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Figure A.5
, Photoluminescence Measurement of Sample 1108 taken at 30K
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Figure A.6

Photoluminescence Measurement of Sample 179 taken at 30K



APPENDIX B

PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Included here are the processing techniques used to fabricate the

AlxGa.,As optical Fredkin gates. The processing steps start with grown

material on top of a GaAs substrate.

Passive Devices

The passive devices were fabricated using the following procedures:

A) Clean the surface using a wafer spinner:

Acetone (ACE) rinse at 1000 rpm for 30 sec

Methanol (MTH) rinse at 1000 rpm for 30 sec

Isopropyl (ISO) rinse at 1000 rpm for 30 sec

Deionized distilled water (DI) rinse at 1000 rpm for 30 sec

Blow dry with dry nitrogen (NO)

Bake at 100°C on a hot plate for 5 min

Cool to room temperature

B) Deposit Shipley 1400-27 positive photoresist using a wafer spinner.

258
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Deposit several drops of 1400-27 to the center of the top surface of
wafer using a syringe

Spin wafer at 3000 rpm for 30 sec (spinning at 3000 rpm the 1400-
27 photoresist will be 1.7 I~m thick)

Bake at 100°C on a hot plate for 5 min

Cool to room temperature

Remove the edge bead of resist using a cotton swab and ACE

C) Expose the surface to the waveguide pattern on the mask using a
Karl Suss MJB-3 mask aligner and 505 optical energy controller
with I = 320 nm source:

(Align the waveguide pattern so it is perpendicular to the major flat
(OF) so that the length of the waveguides will be along the <011>
direction)

Expose the photoresist at 20 mW/cm2 for 40 sec

D) Develop the waveguide pattern in the resist with a 1:5 ratio of
Shipley AZ351 developer to DI using a wafer spinner:

AZ351:DI (1:5) develop at 500 rpm for 35 sec

DI rinse at 500 rpm for 1 min

Blow dry with dry N2

Bake at 1000C on a hot plate for 5 min

Cool to room temperature

E) Remove any photoresist left in the waveguide channels with oxygen
(O2) plasma using a Plasma-Therm Series 70 reactive ion etch
(RIE):

Set 02 at 90 sccm

-.••, 4
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Set pressure at 150 mT

Set RF power at 75 W

Set DC bias at 220 V

Operate for I min

F) Just before RIE of waveguide pattern:

Dip the wafer in a 1:10 ratio of Shipley buffered oxide etch (BOE)
to DI for 15 sec

Dip in running DI for 1 min

Blow dry with dry N2

Bake at 100°C on a hot plate. for 3 min

Cool to room temperature

G) Etch the waveguide pattern using a Plasma-Therm Series 700 RIE:

1) Set helium (He) flow rate at 45 sccm

2) Set boron trichloride (BCI) flow rate at 60 sccm

3) Set pressure at 25 mT

4) Set RF power at 100 W

5) Set DC bias at 230 V

6) Etch for 30 min

Pump Down

7) Turn RF power off

8) Turn gas flow off
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9) Reduce pressure to 5 x 10" mT

10) Hold pump down parameters for 10 min

Repeat steps 1 - 10 for two (2) additional times

Repeat steps 1 - 6

(This gives a total etch time of 120 min. The 10 min pump down
after each 30 min of etch is to prevent the resist from over heating
from the RF)

H) Remove the remaining photoresist from the surface with oxygen
(02) plasma using a Plasma-Therm Series 70 RIE:

Set 02 at 90 sccm

Set pressure at 100 mT

Set RF power at 75 W

Set DC bias at 240 V

Operate for 10 min

Active Devices

The active devices were fabricated using the following procedures:

A) Clean the surface using the cleaning procedure described in the
previous section

B) Deposi Shipley PMGI positive photoresist using a wafer spinner.

Deposi several drops of PMGI to the center of the top surface of
the wafer using a syringe

Spin at 4000 rpm for 30 sec (spinning at 4000 rpm the PMGI
photoresit •will be 0.95 pim thick)
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Bake at 2700C on a hot plate for 5 min

Cool to room temperature

C) Deposit Shipley 1400-27 positive photoresist using a wafer spinner:

Deposit several drops of 1400-27 to the center of the top of the
wafer (over the PMGI) using a syringe

Spin at 4000 rpm for 30 sec (spinning at 4000 rpm the 1400-27
photoresist will be 1.35 prn thick)

Bake at 1OO0 C on a hot plate for 5 min

Cool to room temperature

D) Expose the 1400-27 photoresist with the electrode pattern using a
Kaul Suss MJB-3 mask aligner and 505 optical energy controller
with X = 320 nm source:

(Mign the electrode pattem so that it is perpendicular to the major
flat (OF) so that the length of the electrodes will be along the <01 1>
drecdon)

Expose the 1400-27 photoresist at 20 mW/cnm for 30 sec

E) Develop the electrode pattern in the 1400-27 resist with a 1:5 ratio
of Shipley AZ351 developer to DI using a wafer spinner.

AZ351:Dl (1:5) develop at 500 rpm for 25 sec

DI rinse at 500 rpm for I min

Blow dry with dry N2

F) Expose the developed electrode pattern in the PMGI using a deep
ultra violet source with I = 205 nm:

Expose the PMGI photoresist at 900 W for 200 sec

G) Develop the electrode pattern in the PMGI resist with Shipley SAL
101 developer using a wafer spinner.
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SAL 101 develop at 500 rpm for 50 sec

DI rinse at 500 rpm for 1 min

Blow dry with dry N2

H) Plasma etch the surface to remove any remaining developed resist
from the electrode channels using a Plasmaline 02 plasma system:

Plasma etch at 30 W RF, 1.0 Torr of pressure and a flow rate of 2

scfm for 6 min

Bake at 1000C on a hot plate for 5 min

Cool to room temperature

I) Just before metallization:

Dip the wafer in a 1:1 ratio of Shipley BOE to DI for 15 sec

Dip in running DI for 1 min

Blow dry with dry N2

J) Deposit 300 A of titanium (Ti), 400 A of platinum (Pt) and 3500 A of
gold (Au), in that order, to the wafer using a Temescal FC-1800
electron beam evaporator

K) Remove all the unpattemed metal from the surface:

Dip the wafer in ACE for 53 min to remove the 1400-27

Dip in ISO for 1 min

With the surface still wet place the wafer on the wafer spinner

ACE rinse at 700 rpm for 30 sec

MTH rinse at 700 rpm for 30 sec

ISO rinse at 700 rpm for 30 sec
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DI rinse at 700 rpm for 30 sec

Blow dry with dry nitrogen (No)

(This performs a metal liftoff. All metal on top of unexposed resist
is removed. The electrode pattern has now been defined on the
surface)

L) Dp the wafer in 900C Shipley 1165 remover for 2 min to remove
the PMGI

Dip in running DI for 2 min

Blow dry with dry nitrogen (N2)

M) Plasma etch any remaining resist following step H above

N) Perform steps A and B from the previous section

0) Expose the surface of the wafer with the waveguide pattern using
a Kari Suss MJB-3 mask aligner and 505 optical energy controller
with X = 320 nm source:

(Align the waveguide pattern on the mask so that the interaction
length sections of the zero-gap directional couplers line up with the
epatterns on the wafer)

Expose the 1400-27 photoresist at 20 mWIcmr2 for 40 sec

P) Complete the device fabrication using steps D - H from the previous

section

Y-
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APPENDIX C

EQUIPMENT LIST

Below is a list of the equipment used during the course of this

experiment.

Modellina

Sun Sparc Station 2 computer

IBM personal computer with Intel 486 processor

Material Growth

Vanri 360 molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

Varian 1.5 MBE

Varian 2 MBE

Axtron AIX 200 metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)

17 Fabrication

Omni-Dex Design Workshop 2000 graphics programming environment

S~265
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Jeol JBX-5D11 electron beam fine lithography system

Solitec wafer spinner

Karl Sues MBJ-3 mask aligner

Karl Sum 505 optical energy controller

Jerry Bachur & Associates JBA 205 nm deep UV light source and constant
intensity controller with JBA 55 shutter controller

Tegal Plasmaline 02 plasma system

Temescal FC-1800 electron beam evaporator

Plasma-Therm Series 700 reactive ion Etch (RIE)

Plasma-Therm Series 70 RIE

Characterization

SPEX Industries 1269 Spectrometer

30K photoluminescence (Spectra Physics 375B dye laser, Spectra Physics
171 argon ion laser and two 2 m Bausch and
Lomb Spectrograph monochrometers placed end
to end)

3000K photoluminescence (Spectra Physics 165 argon ion laser and a
0.5 m Jarrell Ash 82-0000 spectrometer)

Cambridge Stereoscan 250 Mk2 scanning electron microscope (SEM)

Jeol JSM-IC 845A SEM

Tencor Alpha-Step 250 surface profiler

Carl ZUses Ax4oplan MC80 microscope
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Cohu 6315-2001/AL16 CCD camera

Data Translation DT 3852-2 flexible frame processor

Data Translation GLOBAL LAB image analysis software

Hewlett-Packard HP 6115A precision power supply

Miscellaneous

ILX Lightwave LDX-3207B precision current source

ILX Ughtwave LDT-5910 temperature controller

ILX LUgtwave LDM-4412 laser diode mount

Alesui MH4 probe micropositioners

,Kl r Scientific MC4 programmable stepping motor controller

KlIngsr Scientific MD4 stepping motor driver

Klnger Scientific UZ80 PP stepping motor driven* vertical translation stage

Klinger Scientific UR8O PP stepping motor driven rotation stage

Klinger Scientific UT100 PP stepping motor driven linear translation stage

Kllnger Scientific BG50 PP stepping motor driven goniometric cradle

A
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